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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, February 23, 1970

City And County
Teachers Report
or Duty Today

' The Murray Police Departlent investigated 1 breakin at
oss Standard Cl Service Station at 15th and Main Streets
on Saturday at 9:22 p.m.
Two traffic accidents were inApproximately $1.50 in silvestigated by the Murray Po- 1
was taken out of the cigweeklice Department over the
arette machine where the front
end, according to the reports Dad been torn off. Damage waa
filed by the investigating of- reported to the garage
door,
ficers. No injuries were report,. according to the police
report.
ed.
Vehicles involved in the colFELLOWSHIP MEET
lision at 12:04 p. m. Saturday
Teachers in Murray and Cal- over the present crisis. Such
were a 1962 Chevrolet two door
loway County school systems a meeting was held on Friday
driven by Johnny Edwards The North Pleasant Grove
Triat
the
were on the job this morning and the students were told that
Woods of 1101 Poplar Street, Fellowship will meet
In spite of the walkout over with their parents' permission,
and a 1966 International two angle inn on Tuesday, Febru27.p00.of the 33,000 they would be given the *Aparton truck owned by Sealtest ary 24, at six p.m.
Dania lhaiiirnaker
Milk Company, Paducah, and
EdocatIon Associa- tunity
"partkapate in a menT
manbers. In the First Dis- Der most appropriate for future
driven by Ronald Lynn Goias of
trict only Carlisle and the Mur- voting citizens in Calloway CoGrand Rivers.
ray and Calloway County sy- unty.
Police' said Woods had stopsteims were in operation. All
The Murray Board of Educaped behind Goins for the four
other schools are closed because tion today commended the
way stop at 12th and Poplar
Chief Boy Scout Executive, Alden Barber, is introduced to the special Calloway Count',
of the teacher walkout.
teachers in the Murray City
Streets. Goins backed up for a
Honor Guard by Tommy Fielder, National Order of the Arrow Chief. The Honor Guard
School System for their recent
truck and could not see the
chosen espocially for his arrival consisted of three Soak Explorers and two Senior Scouts.
This morning Phil Shelton,
Woods car in his mirrors and
Darrell Shoemaker of the tucky Seed Dealers Association President of the Murray Edu- decision to man their class(Photo by Bob Saar)
rooms in the face of a state
hit the car in the front end and College Farm Road, prominent for four years.
cation Association said that 85
radiator, according to the po- Murray business man, was Shoemaker ivas a former city per cent of the state's teachers wide work stoppage. "The Board
lice report. No damage was re- claimed by death this morning councilman and master 'comm- will not fill their regular posi- would like for the public to
"know that they realize this was
at five o'clock at the Murray- issioner. He was instrumental in
ported to the truck.
tions today.
a very difficult decision for the
A one car accident occurred Calloway County Hospital. He helping found the local school
Shelton said that the
association to make in .ss
-52--yean OT- age..
1Sunday at 5:20 p. m. In front
for the -mentally retarded. Be
Association feels
the Convenient .Food Market on - Ile ..bad, operated the Shoe-- teas active in Demoths' tic poli-sthe KEA proposed - iegiststion mueji as their professional as
maker Popcorn and Seed Com- tics and was a member of the can best be accompanied by en- sociation, the Kentucky EducaChestnut Street.
Daniel Bruce Armes of Star pany for 25 years and had serv- Young Business Men's Club, the listing the support of Murray tion Association, had called for
MoBar Contractors Inc._ of
Route, Harmed, Ky., driving a
as °resident of the Ken- Rotary Club, and the First Unit- and Calloway County citizens. the work stoppage to protest
Bowling Green, was the apparthe inadequate support given
1965
Oldsmobile
four
door
seed Methodist Church. He was
Shelton continued that the
ent low of seven bidders, conpublic education in Kentucky,"
dan
owned
by
Floyd
Armes,
War
was
a
Navy
veteran
of
World
local city association is recomstruction of a business services
Superintendent
Fred Schultz
parked
in
front
of
the
food
IL
-Saturday
mornwe
sat
on
There
mending to the Murray Board
building at Murray State Uniauarket.
He was born in Calloway of Education that Friday Feb- said.
ing having breakfast real early. vetsity, Gov. Louie B. Nunn
The Murray Board further
Armes had started to back
County on January 1, 1918, and ruary 27 be set aside as a "PubIt was a beautiful morning. We announced today.
(Continued on Back Page)
up and was watching the gas
his parents were -Finis and lic Relations Day" for parents
sal there ruminating on life in
The law bid was $1,068,000,
Death claimed the life o f
purrips to his right and a car
Daisy Kinnerly Shoemaker. He and interested citizens who will
general when all of a sudden and second low was $1. million Mrs.
Sadie Colson of Murray to
his left when he backed into
here comes about fifteen young by Hal Perry Construction Co., Route
and his wife, the former Mar- be invited to the schools to
Three on Sunday at seven a
light pole, according to the
tha Hurt, who survives, were discuss the educational crisis
folks, the pistol team from of Benton.
p.m. at the Convalescent Divismarried November 15, 1936. in Murray and Kentucky.
Ohio State University.
The building will be a two ion of the Murray-Calloway police report.
Damage to the Oldsmobile
story, reinforced concrete struc- County Hospital. She was 80
Chief of Police James M. Survivors are his wife, Mrs. "During this critical period",
was on the left rear.
They all eat down full of vim ture of 60,000 square feet.
Brown said starting Sunday, Martha Hint Shoemaker, Col- Shelton said, "the Murray Eduyears of age and her death was
and vinegar and we began to
Bids will be studied by the due to complications following
March 1, that sixteen men will lege Farm Road; one daughter, cation Association isdicits the
feel the age and generation Department of Finance offic- an
be on duty with the Murray Po- Mrs. Larry (Judy) McGuire of interest, active support and comextended illness.
.
Mrs. Dorothy Holland of 108
gap.
Park Forest, Ill.; one son, Har- mitment of all citizens for betials before a contract is awardlice Department.
10th Street, Murray, died
ed. Completion of the project is
She was the wife of Robert
James H. Witherspoon resum- old Shoemaker of Murray Route ter education for Kentucky chil- North
Sunday at four a.m. at the WestThen here yzi1es another bus- expected in about a year.
Colson who died February 28
ed his rank of captain with the Three; one sister, Mrs. Brent dren."
load of young folks, a debate
Panels of teachers and stu- ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
1947. She was born in Trigg
police department on Friday, (Marie) McNutt of Murray
years of age.
team from somewhere, to just
County on October 1, 1889, and
February 20. He had been de- Route Four; three grandchil- dents will be available to dis- She was 55
about AUL tbatiggif
The deceased had held a secdren, Tracy McGuire, Kelly Mc- cuss the effects of the KEA
Henry
B.
and
captain
were
Three
corporations
have
...easents
been
rank
of
from
the
it:toted
further errip
program on education in the retarial ;catlike at Murray
Jane Sholar Futrell.
formed in Calloweirrounty over to sergeant for sixty days by Guire. and Lisa Shonmeher.
and generation gap business.
community
with any interested State University for nunlY
will
he
held
Funeral
services
Colson
was
Mrs.
a
member
the
past
several
weeks.
followCouncil
City
the Murray
We were surrounded, out numu,os.i ire., later tosaJ
had her own
of the Pleasant Hill Pentecosmg an incident in which With- Wednesday at two p.m at the group or civic organization. years. She also
bered, in fact, out everything.
Big B One Hour Cleaners'Ne , erspoon used bad judgement, chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Shelton said any group desiring photographic studio in her
tal Church in Trigg County.
Survivors are three sons, Mar- 49, Inc., Central Center Shopp according to the report made Funeral Home with D. Sam- such a panel is asked to call home. She was a member of
So, we says to ourself, cool it
West Kentucky: Mostly clou- vin Flood of Murray Route ing Center has been incorporat•
753-7747the First Christian Church.
at the City Council meeting in uel R. Dodson, Jr., and Hollis
boy, you've had your day at dy today and Tuesday with perMe indicated that several
Mrs. Holland was the wife of
Three, Homer Colson of Cads ,ed at S10,000. with Robert 13.i December.
officiating.
Miller
that age, enjoy yourself at your iods of rain and drizzle. High
Murray students have asked Robert Holland who died SepBegley and others as the prn-, Serving as sergeants with the
Route
Murray
Three,
and
be
in
the
Calvert
Burial
will
Colpresent one.
today in 50s, low tonight most- son of Murray Route Two; three cipal incorporators. The firmi
born
Martin Wells, Cemetery with the arrange- "What can I do to support my tember 2, 1964. She was
ly in low and mid 40s, high half sisters, Mrs. Cordie Broad- will do dry cleaning and lout.- police force are
parteachers?"
and
her
He
1915
said
March
16,
that
several
Blalock-Coleman
by
the
ments
Morris,
Max
Moselle Phillips,
So we did. We ate our break- Tuesday in 50s. Winds variable,
bent of Cadiz, Mrs. Malik Jones dry.
Funeral Home where friends interested students asked for ents were William Wadsworth
" Ed Knight, and Dale Spann.
fast leisurely, drank our coffee, enenally less than 8 miles per
a meeting with the administra- Wheatley and Martha Joiner
Burton Young Distributing
of Murray, and Mrs. Bertha
Patrolmen with the police may call after six pm. today
and otherwise appeared to be hour today and tonight. Protion to express their concern Wheatley.
Hendon of Dresden, Tenn.; four Co., Inc. South Second Street, are Billy Wilson, J. D. Grogan, !Monday).
an old goat sitting there eating bability of rain 80 per cent toSurvivors are two sisters.
half brothers, Monroe Futrell was incorporated at $60,00 11 Dwain Elkins, James Hamilton,;
breakfast.
day, tonight and Tuesday.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Sr., and
of Hopkinsville, Morris Reed Charles Hoke and others. The Gene Roberts, Bill Harris, John
Miss Rubye Wheatley, both of
Futrell of Cadiz, Den and Cop firm will deal in the sale or F. Phillips, and Jerry Paul Lee.'
Youth is a wonderful thing, but
Mayfield; one brother, James
Futrell of Detroit, Mich.; eleven distribution of gasoline, fueH Gene Parker will begin his
like money, it is not everything.
Wheatley
of Mayfield; one nepoil, etc.
grandchildren;
six
great
grandNork' as a patrolman on SunWe realized that we had achew, Alfred Lindsey, Jr., of
Convenient Food Mart N , lay, March 1.
children.
quirecT over the years, a deep
Murray.
Funeral services will be held 211, Inc. at 808 Chestnut Street
Radio operators on duty at
appreciation for people, for friThe funeral has been schedTuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the was incorporated with 1,00 .he city hall are Charlie Marc,
friendship.
We
had
ends and
uled for Tuesday at 10:30 am.
chapel of the Max H. Churchill shares no par. Dr. Lyndon S ,2hester Yarbrough, and Art
friendship at an early age, but
at the chapel of the J. H. ChurFuneral Home with Rev. Lloyd Goode, William M. Cassidy
.ee. The sergeant is on duty
we doubt if we fully appreciatchill Funeral Home with Rev.
Underhill offici4ting.
incorporators. The firm
afterthe
during
S a operator'
ed it, or understood its full
William Porter officiating.
Burial will Win the Pleasant deal in the operation of set' a non shift.
meaning.
Pallbearers will be Pete PanMrs. James (Mellon) Carlin, Hill Cemetery in Trigg County service laundry, grocery and
Mrs. Sarah Monarch is the
zer*, Vernon Stubblefield,
wife of Dr. James Carlin, as- with the arrangements by the staurant business:
ecretary for Chief Brown.
As we grow older we !under- sociate
James Thurmond, Dick Bideprofessor of education Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
stand more fully what friends .at Murray State
well, Frank Shroat, and H. B.
University, will where friends may call.
mean as well as what responsi- present the WMU
Bailey, Jr.
mission Anbilities we must assume if we dy on "Mission: The Northeast"
Interment will be in the MurPeace officers from Murray the road block, both Phillips ray Cemetery with the arrange
are to be a friend.
by Leonard Hill on Tuesday,
and
Davis
gave
chase.
As
Sandand Graves County, the City of
menta by the J. H. Churchill
February 24, at 6:45 p.m. in the
Murray, and three insurance ers neared 121h. and Main Funeral Home where friends
A person without friends, re- basement
fellowship Pall at the
W
Frank
Mayor
Louisville
companies are named as defend- streets his car, going east on may call.
gardless of his standing, pres- First Baptist Church.
Burke will &liver the Jeffer- ants in a civil' suit amounting Main, sideswiped the car of
,
tige, or what have you, is destiThe study leader is a grad( son-Jackson dinner address on to $355,000, Which has been Ricky Norsworthy then crashed
tute.
Cadet James J. Brygit,The free travel and adventure
s"" ": February 27 in recognition of filed here in Calloway Circuit headon into the car driven by
film-lecture "Jungle Adventur Col. and Mrs. John T. Bry,. the
Rice. Phillips car skidded into
Democratic members of the Court.
We heard of a fellow one time
es", which was planned for of 612 Magnolia Drive, Mum 1970
Kentucky General AssemThe suit is based on a traf- the Rice car also and ended up
(Continued on Back Pain)
Thursday, February 26 at the has been named "Cadet of tin-- n,y,
according to Jefferson fic accident which occurred at on the sidewalk.
I
Murray State University Audit- Week" at Murray State Univcr..
County Judge Todd Hollenbach 12th. and Main streets on the Rice was co-captain at the
sity
for
the
orium has been cancelled besecond time
; and Fayette County Judge Bob
Murray State University "foot'
is a freshmantlit
night of June 1, 1969.
cause of the death of the_nar- year.
The National Farmers Organball team and was an outstand1 Stephens, co-chairman.
of
City
the
names
suit
The
at'
Cadet B
rator Suave Siernel. The travel
Tickets for the dinner are Murray and Murray Policeman ing tackle. He receved severe ization will hold a special meetseries is being brought to Mur- Murray, majoring in hist,ory
from M'-s. Moselle Phillips, fromer'Graves injuries and was in the hospital ing, Tuesday, February 24, at
Bryant was selected by Cadc: available in Murray
ray by Murray Federal Savings
Mary Jane Littleton at 753.5523 County Sheriff Wayne Carr and for about three months. Miss 7:30 .p.m. in the court room of
Lieutenant Colonel Roberts ,r. or 7534623.
and Loan Association.
the Calloway County Court
Word has been received of
former Graves_ County Deputy Isbell was also hospitaized on
Bruce Thomas, manager of Battalion Commander, 1st Ba - •
House.
The 1970 Jefferson-Jackson Sheriff Vernon Davis, and also following the accident.
the death of lWrs. Charles (Maxthe local firm received a letter alion, for his outstanding TIT.'
Officers will be elected and
dinner will be held at the Con- three
ine) Oakley of Gainesville, Fla,
companies The suit alleges that Patrolinsurance
tary
bear,•i..
Thursday notifying him that
appearance' and
vention Center in downtown which holdcoverage.on the sher- man Phillips operated his po- reports by Calloway Coun•y
formerly of Murray.
hur
eight
approximately
Mr. Simnel- had passed away.
Louisville beginning at seven iff, the city and the city em- lice car in a negligent manner members on how they have
Mrs. Oakley, age 51, passed
fromcadets
In place of the scheduled dred
at speeds above posted speed been helped by NFO will be
,„,,
p
The affair will be $25.00 ployees.
away Saturday at fiVe p.m. at
Cadet Bryant was awarded J ..m.
"Jungle Adventures", Ed Brig..late, and
limits in the city and that he heed.
Jeffplate,
year's
and
Gainesville following an extend'IMUs
was
filed
here
which
suit,
The
ham with his film "Hawaii" is bronze star to his "Cadet of ill o "
Dinner will be on Friday, names as the,plain- ran a red light at 12th. and
ed Illness.
Week" ribbon which remains ,highly ,omeeenfiii
_planned.
the
highly
- Survivor,- ere-- her---husband;
tiffs (termer-Pe-Rice and - Miss Vain.before hitting their_ rsr
ISIS
Mrs.C.r44
"
Nfr..- Brighain ha diine graiy response we are receiving Karen Isbell who were severe- The suit allegesualso that Dairi
Charles Oakley, one daughter,
duate
study
in
biology,
geografrom Democrats- all over the ly injured when the automo- vis operated his car in a negli. Mies Debbie Oakley, and two uate of Blue Mountain Collect, phy and
anthropology and has
*ate,"
..ftt
4en
s'
'
amd
sons, Herbie and Steve Oakley, Blue Mountain, .. Miss., where written
and SIRS- bile being chased by the pollee gent manner by speeding after
mimerous scientific arall of Gainesville, Fla.; her mo- she earned her B.A. degree in ticles in
officers, struck their car head the Sanders automobile.
ornithology, and was
The suit indicates that Rice
, Another feature 'Of the Feb on just east of the intersection
ther, Mrs. Pearl . Hancock of music. A native of Mississippi, for ten yeari editor
The Murray Fire Department
of the
sustained injuries which result- answered a call this morning at
dinner will be door of 12th. and Main streets.
Harrisburg, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. :Ars. Carlin has served as music Michigan A udabon
Society's
ed
in
of
three
medical
bills
of over $12,- 5:30 to Male's Trailer Court on
Prizes including a red 1970 Ford
Betty Bynum of Warren, Mich.; and education director
Davis and Phillips were in
journal, -The Jack-Pine Warbweric
IllitUarY2:
pursuit of a car driven by Al- 000 and Miss Isbell's medical the Coldwater Road. This turnone brother, Jack Hancock of Baptist churches in Mississippi. ler".
via G. Sanders of Graves Co- bills in excess of $1,000. The ed out to be a false alarm.
Blytheville, Ark.; three grind- Dr. and Mrs. Carlin now reside
He succeeded his father as
on South 18th Street, Murray.
unty. Sanders was killed in -the suit maintains further that
'children.
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. the
k
director
of
the
Kingman Muboth will require further treatThe church nursery will be
incident.
Mrs. Oakley was a member of
firemen were called to extingseum of Natural History. He
ment.
refreshbreak
for
open.
A
brief
The action began just before
the Trinity United Methodist
uish a grass fire on Peggy Ann
has traveled widely and has
Rice seeks a total of $274,midnight bn May 31 near LynnDrive,/
Church. Gainesville, where fun- ments will be held during the taken photographic trips thr812.75
and
Miss
close
at
nine
which
will
Isbell
asks for
ville. Deputy Davis gave chase
eral services will be held Tues- sessian
oughout
the
world
at
students
Report
cares
$78,525.10.
for
The two are asking
p.m.
to Sanders who reportedly had
day at two p.m.
urnay High School will be re
Mrs. Neil Brown is general . Thomas said that "being a
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
run over some mailboxes. As for a trial by jury and for any
The body will be brought to
triined
naturalist,
an
experiencsed today, according to Prin he neared the Calloway County other damages which the jury
Mrs. R. A Slinkthe Max H. Churchill Funeral Vt MU director,
ed
traveler,
an
.expert
•pinito,
Eli Alexander.
rs WMU president and Mrs
Kenneth Cossey of Murray
line from Graves County, Davis might find in their favor.
_ Home, Murray, where friends Hugh N.)ffsinger is mission stu- grapher and an excellent public
Permits are encouraged to re radioed ahead
local officers
Route Three, age 20, was treatmay call after six pm. on Thursspeaker.
Edward
hew these cards, sign them and
Brigham's
d th..iirman.
ed for a sprain to the left ankle
to set up a rM block. Speeds
day. --.
ve them returned by their of up too.110 Ries per hour
ONE CITED'
The public, along with all film-lectures are truly delightat the emergency mom of the
Graveside rites will be conful
.productions".
hildren
morning
on
Tuesday
were reported in the chase.
Murray-Calloway County Hospidusted by Re... 11'illiam Porter.' Wall' members are cordially inGamma
Theta
Upsilon,
honThis
be
will
One
semester
there
person
was
cited
for tal on Saturday at 5:30 p.m. liestuds seas.
Patrolman Phillips set up
on Friday at two p.m. at the vited to attend the
or
wo
society
in
eographv
at
MSfl
more
periods
end
reckless
nailing
driving on Saturday by porta Are bs-nas
to Mrs ,Carlin
i
the roudblock at 16th. and Main
1141112.V-CeinelAl9r•
, •-./..• •
-reariani. -tot*thi-series.
)4169--ase-Apeti-t-and-Sternit:
ar
,reels_anr i7e1i7T.S47a ran
motorcycle accident.
.
•
t'T

tell -Shoemaker Dies This
Morning After Long Illness

Seen&Heard Bids Opened For Business
Around
emus Buikrmg At MST—
Murray
Mrs. Sadie Colson
Claimed By Death

Sixteen Men Make
Up Police Force
Starting Sunday

Mrs. Holland
Dies On Sunday

New Corporations
Are Formed Here

.t

Mrs. James Carlin To
Present WMU Study
At First Baptist Church

Film Lecture Thursday
Changed By local Firm

Bryant Named
Cadet of Week

Tickets Available For
Democratic Dinner

355,000 Lawsuit
Filed In Circuit
Court, City Named

NFO To Hold Meeting
Here Tuesday Night

Former Murrayan
Dies Saturday

False Alarm Answered
By Fire Department

pai
eport Cards Issued
t Murray High Today

ir

40.

1
•

t.tft..1
.
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Majority Want The Law
Defective Babies Before Birth Enforced Survey Shows
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By HENRY L NADLER, M.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Pediatrics
Northwestern University
Medical School, Chicago

Every woman wonders, at
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00, 1808
Madman Ave.. Mempna, Tenn.; Ting & Life Bldg., New Vora. ELY., one time or another,whether
itioeparineogi biog. 11.1011004, Allalle
children will be normal.
e question is especially
urgent for those thousands
of women who know that
SUBSCIPTION RATES. by Carrier in Murray, per week Dr% Per someone ink_their family, or
Mania eiaa. In Canoe/ay and enjoining OtAlII&101, per year, ti6e0; their husband's family, was
244131 1 & t/t $1411u; easewn.re 414.uu. All servoce &inscriptions ;Lug. born with a birth defect.
Until recently, doctors have
"Tfas Oussuastang tans gam at a Cernmeatty Is the
Flatered Daily at the Post CWitia Murray, Kmauchaa for
trancfni‘tion as Second Class Matter

seldom been able to offer
meaningful answers to worried families, but now they
can effectively counsel prosNational institutes of Health Photo
MONDAY e- FEBRUARY 23, 1970
pective parents. After family
chromosome structure to a
expiains
Henry
L.
Nadler
(center)
Dr.
diaghistories are taken and
nostic studies performed, doc- couple considering parenthood. Genetic counseling often protors often can determine be- vides answers to questions about inheritable WM problems.
fore conception or during to withdraw a little of the
_
But in niany instances,
en/
pregnancy whether a child fluid that surrounds the baby. knowing that a defect is presLEDGER A TIMES FILE
normal.
will be
The procedure is virtually ent may enable the doctor to
Genetics Provides Clues
painless and can be performed take steps to stop further damThis developing medical as early as the 12th week.
age from occurring.
Robert Young, Calloway County Tax Commissioner, announced specialty is called genetic
Prenatal treatment is av
It is done, however, only
of
today that the total assessment in the county as of January 1, counseling. Such advice, or re- when a doctor has a good rea- able for potential victi
rents
1959, amounted to $24,113,214.00 Of this amount $16,883,315.00 ferral to genetic services, is son to suspect that the fetus Rh blood disease. I
now available at many of the may be defective. For in- know that their Rh blood facis subject to local taxes.
100 March of
Carlie E. Miller, age 81, died yesterday. He resided on Dexter more than Defects Centers stance, the mother might al- tors are incompatible and that
Dimes Birth
ready have had 'an abnormal their child runs the risk of
Route One.
across the nation.
child, or she might be over 40. damage, aAoctor can perform
Danny K. Wells, John D. Vance, Hugh 1'. Hurt, William N.
What information can these
The amniotic fluid contains amnioceptinis and cell examiArmy.
U.
S.
the
enlisted
in
Roberts
have
Felix
E.
and
McLemore,
doctors offer? Well, Mrs. Col- cells shed by the growing natiojVto determine whether
Outboard
Melugin
plannedby
being
An "All Family Boat Show" is
lins' husband has a five-year- baby. In the laboratory, the thatus is in danger.
Marine at its location at 201 South 7th Street.
old brother who is a mongo- cells are carefully analyzed to
If he learns that the infant
loid child. Mrs. Wilson's determine whether or not,
is suffering severely from Rh
brother died from the effects child has one or more
blood disease, a blood transof hemophilia.
fusion can be performed didefects.
genetic
Mrs. Jenkins' sister almost
rectly through the mother's
Defect
lost a child to Rh blood disabdomen. Intrauterine transpresence
The
ease (Naturally, these are not
fusions of whole blood into
their teal namee.)- Each of due-Pr-extra;
S vas y improve
=Dons•TIKES FAR
chromosomes
can
often
ing
, theee prausahns,.aynowi
elFliked7
4
3iieti
ror
"What ch-aitCe
A though
-thi-s—ji-robed-ure
mongolism, as well as other cannot reverse damage that
a normal, healthy baby?"
itions.
co
of
a
home
Mrs. Lizzie Razzen, age 75, died last night at the
Doctors usually can now
had already been done before
any diseases (mined by the transfusion was given, it
supply -answers-and in some
son, Cecil Bazgal.
errors
of
body chesnia-, may stop further damage.
An average of $25.33 for the season has been reported on the cases medical treatment to inborn
try can also be detected. Exhelp assure a healthy child.
the cause-s
Research iritia-sale of dark bred tobacco on the Murray market.
maple
syrup u • ' and prevention of birth -deempire
are
Thn.n-am offer' two
"The coal situation and the Ohio Valley tournament are the big
galactosemia,
disease
and
o-f answers-W tbme parTeets is provig more in or
topics of discussion right now" from the column, "Seen & Heard kin&Based
on ilia knowledge enzyme disorders. Both disii mation every clay. As , this
ents.
Around Murray".
eases,
if
not
detected
and
of genetic inheptance, he can
knowledge is coupled with
The Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a spring style show tell them the'Wds of having treated, 'can lead to mental new developments in prenatal
March 16 at the high school auditorium.
retardation.
a defective child.
diagnosis, we can move toPrenatal detection of geWhat isdone wilitithiainfor4 ward further prenatal treatbrought
a
has
netic disorders
mation? Once the diagnostit ment of defective babies.
new dimension and precision procedure has been completed; These accomplishments are
Now,
in
counseling.
genetic
to
several avenues may be open bringing about an important
some instances, the physician
The knowledge that a moth- ,advance in the fight against
can give a precise answer. er is carrying a fetus with si birth defects.
severe defect, such as mongoLi
Studying Tomorow's Child
Dr. Nadler is Head, Division
To study the unborn baby, ism, raises the question of ter;A righteous man regardeth the life of his beast but the tender the- physician sometimes uses mination of pregnancy. The of Genetics, Children's Memorial
Hospital, Chicago, Ill. He has
mercies of the wicked are cruel.- Proverbs 1210.
a-procedure (Idled amniocen- parents must face the maul been conducting a research proWe even have societies for the preventing of crbeity to animals. tesis:A thin, hollow needle is moral, ethical and legal ques- gram in prenatal diagnosis under
inserted through the pregnant tions that are raised when a grant from The National Foam.:
Son,are not so much interested in human beings.
ensinAn's 'abdomen into the therapeutic • abortton is con- dation7March of Dimes for -several years.
amniotic sac, or bag of waters. sidered.
laseipray et na Newspaper"

Ten Years Aao Today

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today-

Calloway Counpais Deduct
Average Of $1,590 On Tax
(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK, Feb. 21 - How
large are the tax deductions
claimed by Calloway County rein their Federal income
tax reports, compered with
:Those taken by people in other
parts of the country?

FEaLuggyn,_Lro

ing concessions to preferred
customers. Retailers should
have the right to bargain for
low prices, according to this
view.
However, the majority of
businessmen believe clarification of the Robinson-Patman
Act, and active enforcement of
its price discrimination ban, is
necessary for fair competition
In the market place.
Many feel that cutthroat pricing by big corporate merchandisers and discount stores could
not exist if the letter of the
law were enforced.

If the Robinson-Patman Act tomers-wholesale or retail prohibits discriminatory pric- the same advertising and proing between suppliers and re- motional deals. It said allowantails-such as discounts to fa- ces given to one customer must
vored merchants-then the na- be offered to others on a probusiness portional basis, and the FTC has
tion's independent
owners want it enfoseed.
since issued guidelines to imAnd if the law's language
plement this ruling.
not clear enougli;-tanf the
businessmen want Congress to The Patman amendment wopass an amendmeet written b uld aid enforcement of the law
Representative Wright Patma by requiring notification of all
of Texas.
ustomers within five days of
This viewpoint emerges from any special deal (in price, disa poll just conducted by the count,' rebate, terms, etc.) givNational Federation of I.nd en to any one. Requiring notipendent Business. Businesses. fication would facilitate enforin every state were asked
cement since "under the table"
ther they favor Congregate= deals would be clearly illegal.
Patman's bill to require a sup- The minority view of businessplier (manufacturer, distribut- men is that manufacturers and
or, wholesaler, etc.) to advise listributoes should have the
all his customers of any special right to decide prices, includdeal Magi to one, and make
the same offere to all for a
reasonable length of time. The
Congressman feels this is necessary to eliminate practice
which the law was intended to
stop.
Nationally, 57 percent voice
support for this measure, 38
percent take a negative view,
mid 5 percent offer no opinion.
CADIZ, Ky., Feil. 21 - Two
In Kentucky, the response
was 58 percent in favor, 35 per- persons were Jailed Saturday
ACirldrIla UMW FOITISPreSentatiOn
—
cent opposed and 7 percent un- night in a single car accident
A National General Pictures Release. =
committed.
three miles west of Cadiz.
0000000000000000c Mee
_
.
Most independent businessState Police identified the per- oo o00000oo0000ooc
__
men view such price discrimina- sons killed as Danny Lyle Oak- messeiressega
tion as unfair competition, per- ley, 24, Canton, Ky. and Lori
*
mitting favored retailers to un- Ann Edmonds, age 3, also of
der-price their rivals while still Canton.
• Kirk Douglas
• .S111
turning a ,profit. _RAM
the
The driver of the vehicle, Kenrise of discount outlets could
neth Ray Ezell, Cadiz Rt. 5,
11.1X0-4.01 the rofierr.
al government enforced the Is reported-an -serious condition
at Trigg County Hospital.
Robinson-Patman Act.
State Police said the accident
This law states that all enstomers are to be treated equal- occured about 6:55 p.m. on U.S.
ly, but the Federal Trade Com- 68. The driver of the car apmission, charged with its en- parently lost control of the veforcement, has recognized var- hicle, which left the highway
ious classes of customers, thus traveling west and crashed in
negating this section of the Act. a tree stump along the side of
The Supreme Court has upset the road.
a similar FTC position on coThe bodies of the two victims
operative advertising and pro- were taken to Goodwin Funeral
motional allowances, ruling the Home where funeral arrangeMranicolorepanavisiona from warner Cos
Robinson-Patman Act requires ments are incomplete.
largiagegiesuciammiemem
.
miummo
a supplier to offer all his cus-
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-.Thefamily's groWn up now.
They're living .near and far.
Dial yourown long distati6..,
find out hpw your children are.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low.:..every night
and all weekend long.
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Stay OL

Morning Watct
with Ron Ka's,
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Now that UCLA's
winning
streak
has
snapped, the top-ranked
can concentrate on a
their fourth straight
title.
UCLA, beaten hanc
Oregon, 78-65 Saturda
still holds a two-game lt
the Bucks in the Putt
Conference race and a
up another NCAA tow
bid by returning to
ways. Both teams ha'
conference games remai
The Bruins have ff
games and lost just thri
the 1967 season.
Second ranked
Ki
paced by Dan Issel's 51
overcame a 64-point
mance by Pete Mara
defeat LouLsiana State,
Maravich, the nation's
scorer, hit 23 field goat
of 22 free throw attempt
last home game.
Leads Team To Vici
John Roche pumped
points to lead thin
South Carolina to a
victory over 13th-ranke
Carolina. The Gamecc
sewed up their first
Coast Conference regul
son championship, be
Carolina still has to
ACC's post season tom
to
qualify for the
tournament.
Fourtb-rsuaked St. E
ture almost ran Long
Universitrffifffie Court
18-1 burst at the start,
to struggle in the

ToisMt 51,0w

ALMANAC

Foundation
Honors,Two
Area Men

By GREG GALL(
UPI Sports Write
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Citizens Join Wall Street Kick Habit
Campaign On Chatter Before It
Rubella
Kicks You

contributed costs him only 59
NEW
YORK (UPI)- Two
mom.
The Custom Clearing House
major forces affecting the stock
market averages _are now
points out that the figures are
outs a guide to what most peopulling in opposite directions, "Kick the Habit Before You
ple are liatmg as tax deductWright Investors' Service says. Kick the Bucket" is a slogan
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A campions and that proper records
There is evidence of a growing on the wall at a teenagers' socaign,
instigated
by
Dr.
Linda
must be available to back up
conviction by investors that the ial club in Johnstown, PennsyFagan,
has
brought
Madison
Coall claims.
market is finally bottoming and lvania.
untians to arms against rubella.
that its next major move will
What are the normal deductThe kids allow smoking in a
Dr. Fagan, Health Officer at
be up, the firm says. However, special spot called the Cancer
ions, at each income leve4, for
the Madison Co. Health Departthere is a great absence of Room, X-rays of diseased lungs
contributions, taxes, medical exment, said that parents, civic
liquid investment funds with decorate the black walls. The
pellees and interest payments'
organizations and students have
These questions, of import- By United Press International made contributions far beyond which to back up their growing ashtray is a sand filled coffin.
taillish sentiment. The conti- Although thousands of teenance to taxpayers who are puther expectations.
ting much figures together for
Today is Monday, Feb. 23, The Junior Woman's Club don- nued record demand for funds agers start smoking every year,
the 1969 reports, are answered the 54th day of 1970 with 311 to
by both municipal and corpor- some of them are hard at work
ated $100-, the Richmond Jaycees,
in a study made by the Com- follow.
ate borrowers is aratinuing to trying to convince their friends
$100
and
many
parents
contributmerce Clearing House, speciaThe moon is between its full ed - for a total of more than depress stock prices, the firm not to start, Or to kick the
list io taxes and business law, phase and last quarter.
adds.
habit.
$2,600.
on the basis of data obtained
--The morning
stars are
One example. In California,
Tau
Kappa Epsilon, a fraterfrom the Treasury Department. Mars and Saturn.
Despite the erratic perfor- the Kern County Interagency Confty at Eastern Kentucky Univera sity, sponsored a road-block coll- mance of the blue • chip uncil an Smoking and Health On this day in history:
In 1847 Gen. Zachary Taylor ection and door-to-door solici- segment, the market as a whole of which the Tuberculosis and
It shows that, in general,
appears to be gradually gaining Health Association is a memand his American soldiers tation on campus.
families throughout the United
Internal strength with a grovi- ber-organized an intriguing proMexican Gen. Santa
defeated
Madison
County
becomes
the
States that have incomes equal
ing number of issues displaying ject to see if teenagers could get
Ana
in
the
Battle
of
Buena
first county in the state to offer
to the Calloway County averImproved chart pattern, E. F. across the anti-smoking message
Vista,
rubella vaccine for all children,
age list deductions of about $1,Hutton Inc. says. Building to other teenagers more effectiJapanese
submarine
In
1942
a
one thru 12.
590, equivalent to 19 percent
fired 25 shells at an oil reftnery
Dr. Fagan said because of such Issues and the savings and loan vely than adults can, of their total earnings.
near Santa Barbera, Calif., two youthful enthusiasm 43 per cent group in particular, have been Sixty teenagers, selected by
and one-half months after Ja- of the target area has been immu- firmer in recent sessions in the their peers as leaders, set up
The percentages vary with in- pan's sneak attack at Pearl
belief that some their own brand of advertising
nized, She plans a similar camp- apparent
come, it is found. They range Harbor.
measures will be instituted soon agency. Each teenager staff meaign for Powell County.
from 14 percent to 22 percent.
to help the very depressed mber those the position he wantIn 1945 six members of the
Meanwhile, in another part of
The deductions taken by low- fifth division of the U.S.
housing industry.
ed to fill: account supervisor,
Central
Kentucky,
a
Scott
County
income families represent a Marines planted an Amer
--copy writer, traffic director, art
`""tpitilanthropist,
who
does
not
want
bigger proportion of their earn- flag atop Mt. Suribachi on Iowa
Hoppin Bros. Si Co. sees a directs*, and other jobs, The
his name used, donated $450 for
ings than is- the case in high- Jima,
small-scale break highly mlike- project, called "Smoke Out",
the assault on rubella there. ly
income Semites.
to occur in the current
In 1069 President Nixon
via nil according to techniques
The donor, having experienced
arrived in Belgium to begin a a personal tragedy due to the dis- market, considering how rioa h used In local organization of Juday.
stock has already been shaken nioLAchievers where youngsters
Fr Calloway County families tour of Europe. Also, that
ease, was motivated by the Health
with incomes above or below King Saud of Saudi Arabia died Department television presentaa out and considering how many run bkrainesses of their own undare waiting to take advantare er the guidance of local businessthe local average, the deduct- at the age of 67.
non.
of such a break.
--ions will vary accordingly.
A thought for the day- Irwin
Tose who are in the $12,500
class, for example, will be de- Shaw said, "There are too
ducting approximately $2,200 ,f many books I haven't read, too
they have had normal outlays. many places, I haven't seen,
For those at the $7,000 levet too many memories I haven't
the deduction will be about $1,. kept long enough."
400
A breakdown of the deduce
'tans ordinarily taken by fami- Repeal Performance
Two area persons have relies with incomes equal to the
!jowl NINO (UPI)
ceived awards presented by the
Calloway County average shows James Fad Jones and Jane Airs- Freedoms Foundation at Valley
that $247 represents contribut- under will repeat their Broadway Forge, Pa.
ions, $568 is for interest on in. aasseriesseeles in the 211111(:rotten
Dale Faughn, Fredonia Rt.
stallmeat and other debt, $508 lex film version uf
Gre:it received a George Washington
for state and local taxes and 11
'lope."
Honor Medal Award for a poem,
$267 fur medical expenses
• *
fr
'I Met the Flag on Iwo Jima."
As Lir contributi(ins. because
A similar award was presentthe government picks up part Carradine featured
ed Dennis Clark, native of Murof the tab, through deductions,
11f 1.1%ai Kilt (1 1'1)
the net cost of such donations tililtimer
Carrailine -will ray, for an armed forces letter.
is redueed considerably, t h e play a 111.4turcil role in hISIghier -"My Hopes For America's Fu1,..,
ture."
study 'sheave For an individual „i lee 'ti lint -• „
Clark his member of the Uniteith a taxable illeiNne of EIS,- hire film fie alif.1% Nlotie.11
ed States Navy.
000. for instance. each dollar the Week wee,.
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UCLA Winning Streak Snapped
By Oregon 78-65 Saturday
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Bullets Shoot Black Hawks Peter G. Hamilton Wins
Down New York Top Bruins
Daytona 500 Yesterday
On Sunday

Buffalo Wins

Wayne Rivers keeps Hondo
minutes to win its 19th game of rolling aloog.
Rivers scored two first-period
the season, 71-61. Bob Lanier
led the Bonnies with 34 points. goals Sunday night that trigNew Mexico State, No. 5, gered the Bisons' 6-4 victory
Now that UCLA's 25-game
winning
streak
has
been downed West Texas St., 87-73 over Rochester and increased
snapped, the top-ranked Bruins while sixth-ranked Jacksonville their Western Division lead in
the American Hockey League
can concentrate on capturing was idle.
Ivy League leader Penn, the to 33 points,
their fourth straight NCAA
All other games ended in ties.
seventh-ranked team in the
title.
Alain Caroo's goal at 1:24 of
UCLA, beaten handily by country, remained undefeated
Oregon, 78-65 Saturday night in league play by trouncing the third period enabled Eaststill holds a two-game lead over Brown., 84-56, while North ern-leading Montreal to tie
the Bucks in the Pacific Eight Carolina State, No. 8, topped Quebec, 2-2; Norm Beauctin's
Conference race and can wra; Wake Forest, 104-86. Ninth- tally at 4:30 of the second
up another NCAA tournament ranked Iowa, the Big Ten period earned Cleveland a 2-2
bid by returning to winning leader, crushed Ohio State, 97- tie with Hershey and Proways. Both teams have four 89, while No. 10 Davidson vidence tied Baltimore, 1-1, as
closed out its season with a 91- Bob Leduc scored at 16:48 of
conference games remaining.
The Bruins have won 109 74 victory over George Wash- the second period, just 43
seconds after Rick Kessell
games and lost just three since ingtOn•
tallied for the Clippers.
Georgia State Is Routed
the 1967 season.
Eleventh -ranked Florida
Second - ranked
Kentucky,
paced by Dan Issel's 51 points, State, ineligible for tournament
In at the finish
overcame a 64-point perfor- play, routed Georgia Tech.
mance by Pete Maravich to Drake, No. 12, remained atop
NEW YORK (UPI) --- Wilt
defeat Louisiana State, 121-105. the Missouri Valley Conference
Chamberlain played the entire
Maravich, the nation's leading with a 80-74 victory over Tulsa.
Housto n, ranked 14th, 48 minutes in 79 National
scorer, hit 23 field goals and 18
Basketball Association games in
of 22 free throw attempts in his drubbed Centenary, 97-72, 15thranked
Marquette
walloped 1961-62, a league record.
last home game.
Detroit, 80-60, and Notre Dame,
•
Leads Team To Victory
John Roche pumped in 28 tied for 16th, trounced West Knockout expert
points to lead third-ranked Virginia, 114-78, Austin Carr
South Carolina to a 79-62 scored 55 points,
NEW YORK (UPI) — Sugar
Sixteenth-rated Utah bombed Ray Robinson, the tomer world
victory over 13th-ranked North
Carolina. The Gamecock win Wyoming, 113-82, 18th-ranked welterweight and middleweight
sewed up their first Atlantic Western Kentucky, clobbered champion, registered 69
Coast Conference regular sea. Morehead St., 98-74, Utah State, knockouts in 85 amateur fights.
son championship, but South No. 19, edged Seattle 82-61 and Forty of those KO's came in the
Carolina still has to yip the 20th-ranked Columbia routed first round.
ACC's post season tournament Harvard, 94-69,
In other games: Niagara
qualify for the NCAA
to
edged St. John's (NY), 72-70,
tournament.
Fourth-ranked St. Bonaveu- Villanova downed La Salle, 96ture almost ran Long Island 85, Vanderbilt downed Auburn,
University'tiff tie court with an 92-74, Kansas topped Nebraska,
18-1 burst at the start, bed had 69-62, Bowling Green routed
to struggle in the closing Toledo, 82-62.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

-do

DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla. eight laps.
Hamilton picked up $46,400
(UPI)—A11 week long it was
Cale, Lee Roy, Charlie and for his victory after passing
Baltimore can haul down the By United Press International Buddy. Nobody talked much Pearson, who took home $20,105
top
white flag it used to wave
about young Peter Goodwill econd-place money, on the
Boston Bruin goalie Gerry
futiley at the New York Knicks.
of the long Daytona backstretch
Hamilton,
except
with
a
trace
The Bullets finally brought Cheevers doesn't like television of a snicker because of his with 20 miles to go and then
the New York winning syn- exposure.
blocking him off time and again
Not after Sunday, he doesn't. cockiness.
drome to an end Sunday by
win by 15 feet as the sardineto
But the
young
Dedham,
beating the Knicks, 110-104, that The Chicago Black Bas' Mass, driver put the rebel picked crowd yelled UMW°.
snapped a string of nine the other hand think Gerry's hotshots in their place Sunday val from the grandstand and
straight losses dating back to just great. They whistled four In the rich Daytona 500 stock Infield.
the 1969 National Basketball goals past him in the 14 car race. The biggest Southern
Carl Yarborough, Lee Roy
minutes and then coasted to a
Charlie Glotzbach
Yarbrough.
Association playoffs.
sports crowd in history, 103,800,
6-3 victory.
Cheevers wasn't around after started out cheering Cale and Buddy Baker, the pre-race
Earl Monroe led Baltimore
Yarborough
and
wound up favorites, wound up as alsowith 37 points, but it was Gus those 14 minutes, so the screaming for Hamilton,
tans. Polo-sitter Yarborough
Johnson's layup
with 2:59 nation's video fans had to settle Hamilton, 28, drove an blew his engine after leading
Gerry's
Johnston
after
for
Ed
remaining that gave the Bullets
electric blue 1970 Plymouth for the first 75 miles and fell by
the lead for good after New equipment had been retrieved Superbird to victory in the the wayside.
York had recovered from an from_ the cage where the hot- $204,185 race after outdueling
The race was slowed by six
tempered Bruin goalie had
earner 12-point deficit.
caution flags and Hamilton's
veteran
David
Pearson
of
Milwaukee cut New York's thrown it after the fourth Spartanburg, S.C. in a 1969 average speed was only 149.601
lead to 51/2 games is the Chicago score.
Ford Talleclega on the anal miles an hour, far below the
Eastern Division by trouncing Cheeve:r got splendid televi-•
race record. The only serious
Phoenix, 144-124; Los Angeles SiOD support from both clubs in
accident came when Buddy
tripped Boston, 108-96; Detroit the hectic opening period. landmark for the Rangers, Arrington of hiartinsvllle, W.A.
surprised Atlanta, 116-114; Cin- Referee Art Skov called 13 marking the 1,000th triumph for crashed
his Dodge Daytona
20 minutes. There New
cinnati ripped Philadelphia, 136- penalties in
York since joining the Into the wall on the backstretch
punished
with
fights,
were
two
116, Seattle topped San FrancisNational Hockey League 44 and suffered a cracked rib,
major penalties for Boston's years ago.
co. 131-127.
In third, fourth and fifth
Phil Esposito and Chicago's Washington's Birthday also places behind Pearson were the
Magnuson.
Allison,
was Sid Abel's birthday, but the Dodges of Bobby
Lew Alcindor scored 34 points Keith
The Boston loss dropped them Detroit general manager had no Glotzbach and Bobby Isaac.
and had perfect support from out
of a first-place tie in the party. The Montreal Canadi2mc Isaac, Catawba, N.C., dueled
his guards as Jon McGlocklin East, as the New York Rangers
whipped the Red Wings, 1-0, with Pearson for the lead for 40
added 31 and Flynn Robinson
islated the Toronto Maple and dropped Detroit into fifth miles midway through the race
tallied 28 for Milwaukee. Connie Leafs, 5-3,
place, one point behind Chicago, but lost time on a series of pit
Hawkins gathered 14 rebounds
The win over the Leafs was a in the East Division.
stops.
and scored 25 points for
Phoenix, the third place team'
In the Western sector: Milwaukee and Phoenix were the cellar
dwellers of the NBA last

By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer

l

ale;

Receive Benefits
From The
BLUE CROSS'and BLUE SHIELD'
Benefits Endorsement 4
re

only seven men, received a 39.
point performance from Elgin
Baylor as the second-place
By United Press International lag the OVC rtumerup with the Lakers closed to within two
win over East Tennessee.
games of Atlanta in the West.
Western Kentucky, winner of Forward Bill Mancini tossed Boston, equally disadvantaged
12 straight conference games In 27 points and pulled down 19 with the injury of two players,
this year, dumped Morehead 98- rebounds as the Racers boosted held a brief 15-5 lead early in
74 Saturday night to claim the their record to 15-8 over all and the game. John Havlicek paced
Ohio Valley Conference basket- 8-4 in the °VC.
the Celtics with 26 points.
East Tennessee, 14-10 and 6-5 Detroit frittered away a 25ball championship
In other OVC games, Murray was led by Mike Kretzer with M. point lead when Atlanta gained
blasted East Tennessee 99-86, Middle Tennessee's Darryl Be- a five-Doint edge in the fourth
Austin Peay ended a dry spell nson, starting his first game quarter, but the Pistons_manby shocking Tennessee Tech 96- of the season, hit a jumper with aged to salvage the game as
90 in overtime, and Middle Ten- about three minutes left to put Jimmy Walker scored 24 points
nessee downed Eastern Kentucky the Blue Raiders in front of and Dave Bing added 21 to the
Eastern Kentucky. BeILSO12 had attack. Jumping Joe Caldwell
7468.
Western hosts Dayton tonight 16 points and forward Ken Riley scored 22 of his game high 34
Tennessee Tech entertains the had 18 for Middle Tennessee points for Atlanta in the second
University of Tennessee at Chatt- The win boosted Middle Tenne- half.
anooga, Middle Tennessee hosts ssee's record to 14-10 overall
merray,
,
n Kentucky enter- and 4-7 in the OVc.
Connie Dierking, who plays
tains Virginia Commonwealth, Eastern, 9-10 overall and 6-6 his best when Oscar Robertson
and East Tennessee Is at Austin An the league, was led by Willie Is In the lineup, scored a career
P say.
Woods with 26 and Boyd Lynch high 45 points against PhiladelBig Jim McDaniels netted 36 with 20,
phia and collected 15 rebounds.
points in leading the Hilltoppers
Cincinnati, bidding for the final
to their 13th OVC title in 22
playoff berth in the east, now
years.
trails the fourth-place 76ers by
Jim Rose added 19 points and
four games. Robertson scored
Jerome Perry had 16 as Western
19 points for the Royals,
shot a blistering 58.2 per cent
including 13 foul shots. Billy
from the floor in downing MoreCunningham and Archie Clark
head. Western is now 19-2 overall
each tallied 32 points for
while Morehead is I1-1; overall
Philadelphia.
and 4-8 in the OVC.
Bob Rule scored 11 of his 30
Guard Howard Wright scored By United Press international points in the fourth quarter for
a career high of 42 points in leadSeattle that helped blunt a
ing Austin Peay past Tennessee
rally
by San
The unflappable Spencer Hay- final-period
Tech. Wright, averaging 26.8 be- wood keeps Denver a surprising Francisco that pulled the
fore the contest, hit 16 of 26 leader in the American Basket- Warriors to within two points of
field goal attempts and 10 of 11 ball Association.
the Souks. Joe Ellis, who
at the foul line.
The Rockets, surging forward netted 18 points in the last 12
Forward Rich Stone led Tech after a coaching change in minutes, led all scorers with 34
with 28 points.
midseason, moved a game points,
The win boosted the Goys' ahead of second-place New _
record to 5-17 overall and broke Orleans in the Western Division
a 12-game losing streak. Austin Sunday night by beating the
Peay is 2-9 in the conference. Bucs, 113-107, when the unrufTech is now 9-13 and 4-8.
fled Haywood began hiding
Murray moved close to clinch- from way outside.
Haywood hit all four field
goal attempts from beyond the
25-foot line and grabbed 16
rebounds to enhance Denver's
title chances and his own bid
for the league's Most Valuable
Player Award. Steve Jones ledi
the Bucs vdth 29 points.
Darrell Carrier connected on
The Heath Pirates, after trail85
per cent of his floor shots,
ing for three quarters, erupted
Including a quartet of threefor 30 points in the final period to pull away from the visit- points in the Colonels' target
practice which saw nine of
ing Calloway County Leiters, 75Kentucky's 10 players score in
double figures. Don Freeman
The Pirates trailed by a sin- and
Don Sidle scored 26 points
gle point at the end of the first
frame and a basket at the close each for the losing Floridians.
Washington won its 11th ._,:111141111
/4
0
of the half arid 'third period.
game in the Caps' last 13 starts
But Brent Gregston, who re- by
beating Los Angeles, 135.128.
cently returned to the lineup,
the
fired in 13 points and Mark Tur- RickBarry's 39 points kept
fourth-place Caps Via games
ner added 10 to lead Heath to
behind Denver. Los Angeles,
a come-from-behind win.
losing its Ilth game in 13
The Pirates burned the nets outings,
got 26 points totals
for 62 per cent from the field from Andy
Is 0-to•60 in 16 seconds
Anderson and Willie
sinking 12 of 35 attempts. Heath Wise.
fast enough? 90 mph tops
cashed In 27 of 37 attempts
fast enough? Does a gas'
Bob Verga' 10 points during
miser interest you? Or a
from the charity stripe. Callo- a Cougar
rally sparked CaroliMinimum of servicing? .
way County connected on 21 of na to a
101-97 victory over
Luxurious extras like wall.
56 attempts from the floor for York.
to-wall nylon carpeting?
Verga finished with 13
313 per cent and counted 23 of points, two
Optional automatic trans.
more than lea
mission and air-condition32 from the gratis stripe.
Hunter's high for the Nets.
ing? If the above answers
Tummy finished as the game's
are yes, get a Toyota Corona
leading scorer netting 22 markSedan.
Fast.
ers. Gregston contributed 23.
$19950
Churlg Bushing was high for Swift scoring
the I-aicers with 19 points.
Heath evened their season
NEW YORK (UPI) - on
,late at 11-11 with the victory. March 19, 1938, Toronto's
Calloway County stands 9-16.
Maple Leafs scored five goals
feat h
13 T/ 43 ts and
New York's Americans;
colcmcv to.
14 NS 47 4111
scored three goals in a ‘span if
111141% OS) — Fired 7. Turner 1111.
Auto Sales
Slexiilider 11. Grenton 13. dlaunon• four minutes 52 seconds in the
I. 771roineinrSon 4.
•
South 12th Street
third
period. The Leafs won the
tALLOWAY CO. lent — Cirever Ii
Rune. V. Towle V. Stare ii 4 ri.turd National Hockey
Murray, Ky.
League gar",
II, nuenine Is
Phone 7S3-4941
8-5.

Rockets Over
Bucs In ABA

OUT-OF-THE HOSPITAL BENEFITS:
For each illness and injury after you pay $25.00 out of
pocket expenses. Extended Benefits will pay 80% of
charges for:

When
—

✓
V

Physical Therapy
X-ray and Radiation Therapy
Electrocardiograms

But—When needed, you can receive these.

BENEFITS DURING HOSPITALIZATION
Subject to the co-payment features and dollar maximums include:
• Basic coverage extended to 730 days
• Increased surgical and medical protection
• Private duty nursing
• X-ray and Radiation Therapy
• Rental or purchase of orthopedic appliances
• Medical consultations
• Surgical consultations

BENEFITS FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION
For the remainder of the benefit period when prescribed for the
condition which required such hospitalization. Subject to the
co-payment features and dollar maximums:
* Doctors' Home and Office Visits
* Required Prescription Drugs
* Nursing Home Care

on gas,
not
power.

* Visiting Nurse Service
* Rental or Purchase of Orthopedic Appliances

The EXTENDED BENEFITS ENDORSEMENT is additional coverage whkh
can be added to'mostBLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD basic certificates of
membership.
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD help give you financial peace of
mind in the event of illness or injury. Various programs and benefits are available to eligible individuals, families and employee
•
groups of five or more.

BLUE CROSS* and BLUE SHIELD"
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC,

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

Toyota Corona

HATCHER

Examinations
Laboratory Examinations
X-ray

✓
perforated in the hospital si-uTpatient department, doctor's
sofficlkor laboratories, when referred by a physician.

A miser

Calloway Drops
Game To Heath

..01.

V

s 3101 Bardstown Road
•AMIN..

Louisville, Ky. 40205 (502) 452-1511

Mosplal Atsec•ston

ifabitaal hesi••tten el Blue 511•14

Send us the coupon today for information.
GROUP Pt ANS MAY el TORNIO WHERE
HOPI ARE S OR MORE worm

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
Ky 40305
3101 Bardstown Rood

NAME

HOME
ADDRESS

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

MURL-20T

ZIP

Please send me, without obligation, information o9 health
Rainents.
benefits and eligibility recTI am:
Eli Ov•r 65 year* of age.
intionosted in forming a group
A colleg• stud•nt

D 61

D

'
years of age et under.

(Form Bureau Members, see

care

A m•mber reaching 19A member getting married.

your Farm Bureau Agent.)
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Barriers To Female Employment Are
Coming Down As Number Increases

PAGE FIVE

professionals.
By GAY PAULEY
But the bureau said there'd
UPI Women's Editor
Monday, February 23
been a decline in the proporaNEW YORK (UPI)— It's a Uon of women teaching at the
The Beta Sigma Phi sorer*/
fact that the college and university level. It
well-publicized
Community
the
at
meet
will
number of women holding jobs didn't say why.
Center, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 pa.
•••
outside the home increases
Medical and health workers
steadily.
The Creative Arts Departmake im a large number of the
Only the other day, th professionals, the largest single
merit of the Murray Woman's
Women's Bureau of the U.S. number, 659,000 in 1968, being
Club will meet at the club
Labor Department announced nurses.
house at 9:30 a.m. Hostesses
Its latest count of feminine
will be Mesdames H L OakThe bureau says that the
heads on the job and found the number of women physicians
ley, C. D. Scarborough, sad
By GAY PAULEY
world "but ao matter what number had doubled since the has increased about 26 per cent
Harry Sparks.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale Fa.
•••
UPI Women's Editor
a person's skin is, turn of the century. Reasons since 1960, yet for some
color
May.
Street,
9th
rris, 1300 South
everyone belongs to the same given— women continue to out- unexplained reason the actual
the birth ofa baby
Bapannounce
"Why?"
1)—
Hazel
)
(1/•
lleld,
YORK
the
NEW
of
groups
All
weighing seven —the, word is one a parent big family, the tunny of man." number men and barriers to number of practicing physicians
tist Church WMS wW meet at girl, Lisa Dawn,
born on Tues- hears persistently, often to the If the small ones want to female employment continue to has remained unchanged, at
for
ounces
6:30
six
M
pounds
the new addition
By Abigail Van Buren
at 6:15 a.m. Point of di,striction, from the know why animals can't talk, come down.
"The
'
17,
February
about seven per cent of the
of
day,
the mission study
tell them animals can, some by
Today, there are 31.4 million total.
County
R.
-Calloway
B.
Murray
Mrs.
the
with
at
Northeast"
child.
smell
dated
has
DEAR ABBY: I am a 42-year-old man who
action, some by sound. When a women workers, accounting for
Hospital.
SS the teacher.
There are two ways to deal bee wants to tell his family 38.5 per cent of the labor force.
many women, but I never married. I've been accused of Winchester •••
other children are Rich. with the "why, why, why?"
Their
where to find food, he dances.
But where are these women
being too "particular." Perhaps I was, but now the time
The Great Books Discussion ard Dale, age eights and Lori that is part of the daily pattern. Dogs say hello by wagging their working? Some interesting an- Know Your
has come when I would really like to settle down and marry.
Murrayemis
father
the
The
at
six.
Ann,
age
meet
Graup will
One is to kiss off the question
Being a normal man, I spent years dreaming about my Calloway County Library at ployed at the General Tire and with "because .. .that's why." tails and bitting. Whales, swers are included in the Cheese Care
porpoises and dolphins have bureau's new "Handbook on
men
qualities
Mayfield.
the
all
possess
"ideal wife"—one who would
The keeping period for
Rubber Company,
seven pen.
Or, wiser, the parent answers special underwater language- Women Workers." Feminine
•••
cheese varies with the variwant in a wife: beauty, intelligence, charm, character, etc.
Grandparents are Leon Farris or at least tries to answer the
squeaks, which scieatLsts are employment has expanded in ety. Refrigerate cheeses at
Tuesday, February 24
I recently re-met an old schoolmate. She is now a young
of Farmington Route One, Mrs.
the child to beginning to understand.
nearly all the major job 40 degrees F. tightly
chapter Ada Farris ofIndependence, Mo., question, helping
Alpha
Omicron
and
other,
The
each
widow. We seem very much "in tune" with
learn and helping in the parent- "Why do I have to go to occupations since the 1940's. wrapped. Serve at about
meat
will
Murdock
Lambda
W.
L.
Phi
Mrs.
Tau
and
and Mr.
she has all the qualifications I want in a wife, but of
child relationship.
bed?" A parse is supposed to The greatest growth, though, room temperature, allowing
home of Shirley Morton.
Route One.
Why, Why, Why?
one—beauty! And heaven forgive me, but in this department at theSunset, with Glenda Smith of Farmington
off the hook on this almost has been in the number of only the amount you need
get
1612
—
"Why can't animals talk?" daily inquiry with the answer in clerical workers—from 2,5 mil- Immediately to warm up.
she fails—miserably.
p.m.
seven
at
as cohostess • •
Bryan Scott is the name chosen "Why do I have to go to bed?"
Pasteurized process
I keep telling myself that beauty is only skin deep, that
•
part. .."Your muscles get tired lion women 14 years old and over
by Mr. and Mrs. Gary Haneline These were just some of the
cheese foods and elweee
brain
And
your
playing.
Elementary
from
to
people grow old and lose their looks, that charm and
In
or
9.3
1940
in
mlUaon
1968,
Kirksey
The
may be kept it or
of Mayfield Route Seven for their questions covered in a delight- gets tired from thinking, A nap
more than a threafold in- spreads70 degrees F. before
character endure forever.
School PTA will meet at the baby toy, weighing six pounds
below
by
book
Sueenne
helpful
and
ful
proall
or a good night's sleep lets
I know I could admire and respect this woman, and even school at 1:30 p.m. for the
openine;--afterwards, refri13'12 ounces , born on wecines- Kirtland, an ad writer-executive these important parts of your crease.
The
of service gerate them. Hard and
number
care for her deeply, but could I really "love" her? I tell gram on Juvenile Delinquency. day, February 18, at 8:50 p.m.
&
R
AC
New
with
Advertising,
be
body rest—so you have the
(except private house- semi-hard cheeses freeze
myself that she can't help what she was born with—or Fourth grade mothers will
at the Murray-Calloway County York. It's called "easy answers energy to think and play workers
hold) also has more than fairly well. Wrap them
without, and it is childish of me to place so much importance hostesses. •••
Hospital.
to hard questions" (Ginigertripled since 1940. One of the TIGHTLY (in one-pound or
on something so superficial as "looks." But would a
They have another son, Gary Gross and Dunlap), a guide to again."
Missionary SocWoman's
reasons for ,this growth is the smaller pieces for fast
The
overcome
emis
father
four. The
marriage which offers everything else eventually
the parent stumped by a child's
First Baptist Church Dean, age
the
of
population in-Crease, especially freezing) in moisture and
iety
this idiotic dream of having a beautiful wife? What is wrong will have a mission study taught ployed at the Murray Division of wondering about the world in
older
among
persons who vapor-proof material.
"DREAMER"
the Tappan Company.
in the.refrigDish
with me?
Budget
which he lives.
care and Thaw slowly
by Mrs. James B. Carlin at 6:46
more
medical
require
erator. Freezing is not recbasement. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
have
doesn't
the
parent
If
church
combine
saucepan,
the
a
In
in
p.m.
and
the
other
services,
building
DEAR DREAMER: I think you don't really want to get
ommended for soft cheeses.
Haneline of MayfleldRoute time to answer, let the child
The Lottie Mom Circle will Burie
one can 115 ounces) maca- of many
new restaurants,
Mrs. Alonzo read
married. Knowing nothing of what YOU have to offer, I think
and
Mr.
and
Seven
follow
meeting
the
for
book,
the
business
here a
beef in tomato motels and hotels, requiring
you're expecting too much.
Forrest of Murray Route Five. Illustrations too are charming, roni 'n •
ing,the study.
sauce, one-half cup cooked more service workers.
I••
Jason Darnell of Murray Route done by Swam Pei, whose. corn with sweet red and
each his own, bideL"beasay." the physical-kind, is all
In the professions, women Beef Stew Meal
Five and Mrs. Lottie Richie of drawings
This meal may be eery
flat Important to you, dmet fbarry a woman who "fails
have
years
for
Wedeeedry, February 24
green peppers, and one tea- also have made worthy gains,
Nesreconeix Ladiet Bridge kiaeffeld Route Seven arsepeat accompanied ads for a childasiserZey" lit that department. But letene
spoon prepared mustard. more than doubling since 194eg. but there will be calls for a
repeat.
Combine two cups
Heat; stir now and then. Some four million women, or
deesae know what "hell" is until lie marries a woman who will meet et the Student Unties- grandparents.
ren's clothing maker, plus
--Makes two to three serv- one out of each seven employed of cooked rice with a can of
, Building, Murray State, at 7:30
many children's books and
has beauty and nothing else.
cream
style corn, some
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wilson other works.
ings.
pm Call Gayle Egnor 753-6020
and over 16 years of age, were chopped onion and chopped
the
are
Five
Route
Murray
of
reservation
to confirm
Miss Kirtland explores in
in professional or technical peanuts. Pack into an oiled
DEAR ABBY: This letter is in response to your recent
•••
parents of a baby girl, Stephanie simple terms the mysteries of
as of April, 1968, ring mold, place in pan of
OccupatiOns
reply to GRANDPARENTS, wherein they were denied
eleven
pounds
Ann, weighing six
Almond Paste
rain, waves, rainbows, fear of
water and bake at 375
the latest count.
'Thursda y, February 26
visitation rights to their grandchildren by their former
Keep almond paste in
degrees for 25 minutes.
on Wednesdays Feb- the dark, toothaches, love, why
born
/
category,
maces
In
the
professional
"Bin
Club
part,
in
was,
them
Riding
to
Wranglers'
response
Tbe
daughter-in-law. Your
ruary 18 at 1:15 p.m.at the Mur- skin colors differ, and says she
tightly closed jar or plastic
Invert on a hot platter and
teaching continues to be the fill
will meet at the Calloway Coun- ray-Calloway County Hospital.
there are no 'rights' for grandparents, and your former
the center with hot beef
container in the refrigeragathered
her
from
questions
The
profession.
popular
most
p.m.
ty court house at seven
stew made the easy way
tor. It will remain soft and
daughter-in-law is now holding all the trumps."
The new father is a partner in many persons— some with childat
The skating party has been the Bucy-Parker Lumber Com- ren, others who
from a can. Six servings of
good for several months. 1.7 million women teaching
I graciously beg to differ with you, "Beautiful," but in
"just cared
the below-college level repre- a unique combination.
March 9.
Freezing is not necessary.
pany.
our fair State of California, under California Civil Code, postponed until
about
what
made
kids
wonder."
•••
sented 42 per cent of all the
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Wilson of In some of the answers, she
Section 4601 [which went into effect January 1, 19701, it is
Elm Grove Baptist New Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
The
it
deems
the
if
cpurt
and
court
hides
the
of
small sermons.
within the discretion
Church WMS will have a miss- Jimmy Bucy of Murray are the
Original Factor
advisable for all concerned ".. . any other person having an
km study at the home of Mrs. grandparents. Mrs. Maude Bucy
She explains that climate WS
interest in the welfare of the child . ." may obtain legal Earl Lee at ten a.m. The study
of
Parker
Nora
Mrs.
of Hazel,
the original factor In ikin
visitation rights.
on the Northeast will be Mes- Murray, and Mrs. Q. D. Wilson colors, but today
because of
\Olga-M..0Fr PIROCIAIIA
Let's hope GRANDPARENTS live in California, eh' Very
dames Robert Weston, Walton of New Concord are the great travel Mire
are people of many
IN
W. D. M. IN SAN DIEGO
Fulkerson, Joe Arnold, Jesse grandparents.
truly yours,
TASIANX(ANDtuagerZ•
rfr.•
colors living in all parts of the
Roberts, and Albert Crider. A
--vsp
.
DEAR W. D. M. Thank you for your very informati
potluck luncheoa will be sereA baby girl,Selena Cheryl, was
letter. I was using "last year's" rules, whereby the edL
born to Mr. and Mrs.Loyd Humb•
•
•
THIS
trumps.
the
all
holding
ex-daughter-is-law was indeed
le of Route Three, Puryear, TeThe Zeta Department of the
year, the grandparents get a new deal. Hooray for
nn., on Wednesday, February 18,
will
Club
Murray Woman's
California:
9:10 p.m. at the Murray-Calla
at
the
at
bazaar
have an auction
County Hospital. The baby
way
the
at
7:30 pm.
meeting
DEAR ABBY: Please rush this into print for the grand- club house. Members are to weighed seven pounds're ounces.
Mrs. Ralph A. Teseeneer was
Their other children are Sheiparents who were heartbroken because their ex-daughter-in- being items to be auctioned and
age eight, Sina, age six, and hostess for the February lunla,
Hostesses
law wouldn't let them see their own grandchildren:
guests.
invite
may
eighteen months. The cheon meeting of Chapter ta,
Dear Grandparents,
are Mesdames Dan Hutson Justin, age
Standard Textile P.E.O. at her home on Olive
with
is
father
Irvan
T.
John
legal
no
Hutson,
Since you don't live in California, you have
Wooden
Boulevard. The president, Mrs.
Murray.
Kopof
H
A.
the
right to see your grandchildren, so, as Abby says, "Your Elsie W. Kivett, and
are Mrs. Nettie George 'Hart, presided over
Grandparents
perud.
meeting. Mrs. W. J.
ex-daughter-in-law is bolding all the trumps."
•••
Canard of Newport, Ark., and business acting chaplain, gave
Pitman,
Well, in that case, you have no moral responsibilities
The Waiting Wives Club will Mrs. Molly Humble of Truman, the devotion. The president's
to remember them in your will either. Spend the money
a potluck &raver at the Ark.
have
annual report was read and acwhile you're living, or leave it to someone who appreciates Woodmen of the World build--cepted.
MONEY TALKS
you. How's THAT for a trump?
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Whited
ing at sevenpsn.
Consent was granted to P.E.O.
•••
of 1323 Poplar Street, Murray, members from Paducah to orgirl,
baby
a
28
of
parents
February
the
are
Saturday,
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE STINKER" IN CHALganize a new chapter which is
The Alpha Department of the weighing seven pounds six ounc- now in the planning stages.
METTE, LA.: "I want you to pet oil in the car for me,"
have
February
will
Friday,
on
Club
emanates an "order." Had you said. "Will you please put ell Murray Woman's noon at the es, born
For a most interesting proat 2:45 a.m.
at 12
Mrs. Larrie Clark intro.ram,
in the ear for me,"—that would have been a request. Now, go its luncheon Hostesses will be 20,
The father is employed by the ducte Mr. Yushin Yoo head of
club house.
apologize to your husband.
Miss Rozella Henry, Mesdames Murray Electric System,
the bibliography department of
Scott, John Ryan,
Their other children are Deb- Murray State University Lib4..
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off Robert N.
and
Outland,
Sherry
A.
J.
twins,
Dick,
fifteen,
Louise
bie age
rary. Mr. Yoo, a native Korean,
Jour chest. Write to ABBY, Box SEM, Los Angeles, Cal.
Diane,
Smith.
thirteen,
F.
ma Terry, age
William
presented a slide-talk about his
MM. For • personal reply eurisise stamped, addressed
•••
you demonstrate what you are because...
age twelve, Richard Jr., age ele- country. His colorful pictures
envelope.
ven, and Elie Ray, age two, included countryside scenes of
mountains, streams, rice fields
Baked Apples
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teeneagars Want to
and flowers, along with those
Raw." seed lit. Abby. Bee wee, Les Asset's, Cal. NOW
Place apples in .greased
of temples and higtorical landbaking dish and bake, unmarks. Aik accomplished barione
about
hour
at
covered,
Got the Flu?
tone, Mr. Yoo concluded his proOrange Float
Protect Flavor
400 degrees F. Baste tiesIs your junior scholar grew by —singing three folk
Peanut butter, consisting
sionally with sirup which.
_ For a tasty and attractive
home sick with flu? Rely on songs from his country. He was
of roasted and ground pea- orange float, place a scoop
gathers in bottom of dish.
soup for a comforting accompanied at the piano by
nuta will deteriorate less of fruit- flavored sherbet
Serve slightly warm with
touch. In a saucepan. reek Mrs. Clark.
• rapidly after the container atop a glass of orange
milk, sirup, cream or
one-fourth cup thinly sliced
The March 7 meeting will be
is opened if it is refrigee Juice, Garnish with a twistwhipped cream. For varicelery. with a generous with Mrs. John Quertermous.
tied; ety, fill the cavity of the
ed orange slice.
oregano (crushed', in
dash
Members present were Meswashed and cored apples
one tablespoon butter or dames Hart, M. P. Christopher,
With some lemon drops and
tender.
until
marganne
L Oakley,
cinnamon candies. or enual
Add one ran OW% ounces' Henry McKenzie, H.
condensed chicken noodle A. H. Titsworth, John Quertermounts of sugar vd coin
soup, one soup tan water. mous, L. J. Hortin, Larrie Clark,
ifeup. on cinnamon-spiced
and one-cup cubed cooked Alfred Lindsey, Jr., W. J. Pithoney, or a few old-Fashham. Heat; stir now and men. Paul W. Sturm, Ralph
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
or
drops,
chocolate
ioned
then. Makes two to three Teseneer; and Miss Ann Her— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
saupork
a
and
sirup
corn
servings. To go along . . eon. Mrs. James Benedict, from
sage link, or sweetened
Truly Fine Clearimg * Phone 753-3352
crisp crackers.
a Florida chapter, was a guest. .
mincemeat, or jam or jelly.

"Oe.oit.--A1313t.

131IZTH,

Is -reader being
too liatula-r?

Why, Why, Why Questions For Parents
Answered In Book By Susanne Kirtland

HSI" WAPITI
OPENINGS for three 1
or part time employs
753-3056 fee appoints
APPUCATIONS are
ceived for four w•eeki
class for mines aides
ray-Calloway County
Applications must be I
man' 24. Requirement
plicants are as follows
to 50; high school ,
Preferred, or at least 1
of high school; statem
physician that applies
good health; and re
Application should be
the nursing office of
pltaL
Olt.

JOBS OPENIP
ALASKA
Labors $600. per
truck driver $1000.
trades and crafts
$2.00 for further infor
in: ALASKA INFORM/
P.O. Box 772e, Tulsa
74105.
WANTED: middle-age
live in with elderly 1
an invalid. Private
with everything furnh
washing or ironing, goi
close to town. At least
a week off. Write g
formation concerning
as to age, health, etc.,
of this paper, Box 32-,

warn yo., .11

P

WANTED! night janito
in person to the Roll
South 12th Street

WANTED: Experience
re.ss for part time work
imately 30 hours pei
Must be neat, efficient,
to furnish good refere,
Phone calls. Apply in
to Colonial Howe Since

BLOCK LAYER wanted
shopping center. Applj
site on 641 North beats
Pieta Palace or call Cm
land after 6:00 p. m.
2682.

EVER ,40
"Jr •

Chapter M Of PRO
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Tesseneer

ARE YOU THE WOMA
emr s wears

the desire to get into Si
who feels they have th
for sales, but has never
opportunity to prove th
th. If this is for you,
pointment call 753-8
tween 2 and 5 p. m.

TRUCK DRIVERS (Ste
Semi). Experience hell
not necessary. Can el
tremely high pay efts
training; for local and I
road hauling. For ine
write: Nation Wide Se
sion, Suite 214 Marine 1
New Cirlee Road, N. E.
ton, Kentucky 40505 OT
299-6912, after 5 p. m.
348t

AUTOS FOR 1AI

1966 CHRYSLER Newm
door hardtop. Power
and brakes. Good cc
$095.00. Phone 489-2156

good Vow"
wwkes good Sankt

1e52 Jee-P with foss
drive, Dwain Taylor Cl
Inc., South 12th Street.
753-2617.

1968 DODGE pick-up tru
new, 15,000 miles. Priva
or. Will sell right. Pho
3701.

, Special

COLLEGE CLEANERS

SUITS

ONLY

PRIVATE PARTY. 196
convertible, red with wli
New top, new paint.
Phone 753-8124, J. B.
1104 South 16th.

1963 CHEVY ll Nova
wagon. Standard trans
$275.00. Phone 753-8539

°9

1967 MUSTANG. 6 cylin
tomatic with power s
22.270 miles, four nes
one owner car. In excelli
dition. Phone 753-2527.

BOONE'S

1969 DODGE Swinger,
der standard shift. Pho
9959.

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
A Store Near You . . .
6 13th & Main
"
Story Avenue
603 Main
5 Points -8°. 6th bc Poplar

Bari Ut
Ave

AM,

404 Main Street

The Cleaner Interested In You

MEP

•

0
4mm.

111
17
11

4.

C
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NOTICE

IWO CAIANDAR Desk Etnalla
and refills are now available at
the Ledger &
Office II*
ply doze.
TIMIC

Thaw

*ROIAW1

tar lib

Plywood

yi

BLOCK LAYER wanted for new
shopping cesrter. Apply at job
site on 641 North behind Tom's
Pura Palace or call Carl Wakeland after 6:00 p. m. at 753-2682.
7-26-P
ARE YOU THE WOMAN? I am,_
al
"
"a"
laba One
the desire
to aget
into sales.
who feels they have the ability
for sales, but has never had the
opportunity to prove their worth. If this is for you, for appointment call 753-8970, between 2 and 5 p. in.
F-211C
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or
Semi). Experience helpful but
not necessary. Can earn extremely high pay after abort
training; for local and over-theroad hauling. INN application
write: Nation Wide Semi Division, Suite 214 Marine Bld., 171
New CirIce Road, N. E. Lexington, Kentucky 40505 or call 60E299-6912, after 5 p. in. 608-252.
3484.
7-26-C

ALL MATERIALS FIRST QUALITY
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED
All Orders At These Prices Are C.O.D.
MURRAY'S PLYWOOD CENTER

Ken -Ten
Building Supply

AUTOS

FOR

IALE

1968 CHRYSLER Newport, four
door hardtop. Power steering
and brakes. Good condition,
$995.00. Phone 489-2156. 7-28-C
1932 JEEP with four wheel
drive. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc., South 12th Street. Phone
753-2617.
7-23-C

207 Maple Street

-Then

* * *
SIGN UP now for organ or galtar lessons. Commercial or
rock. You don't have to own
an instrument Phone 753-7575
One of NBC's "Prudential's
Leach's Music Center.
7-274 On Stage" original video dramas
for the new season will be a onehow: comedy by veteran writer
David Shaw entitled "Mirror,
SE A MAN -SET A
Mirror, Off the Wall." Writer
MAN'S JOS
of serious books composes a
OPERATING
racy item under a pseudonym
HEAVY EUUIPMENT
and its suc.gess changes his life.

HELP WANTED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR SALM
FOR SALE
NOTICE
OPENINGS for three Ladies, full FOUR USED manure spreaders.
FOUR-BEDROOM green stained
SOYBEAN SEED. Let us book
or part time eMployment Call Vinson Tractor Company, Cadiz your
Atrium house. Central heat and
soybean seed for the new
753-3056 for appointment.
air, carpeted, family room, two
Road. Phone 753-4892. 7-23-C crop. Murray Warehousing Corbaths, double garage, fireelabk
Irse&C
OHAROLAIS BULLS, one pure poration, Old Concord Road
large court yard, city school
753-8220.
H-F-24-C
Phone
APPLICATIONS are being ve- bred, one 3/4 bred. Phone 364district. Phone 753-7908. ITC
calved for four weeks training E637, Dresden, TOW.
7-23-P 1969 SUZUKI, 350 with only 600
class for nurses aides at MurBY OWNER: thre-bedrom home.
miles. Eighteen foot fiberglass
ray-Calloway County Hospital. TWO TYPEWRITERS, $35.00, canoe, Appleby, camping trailHis large living room with fire- CRANES
BULLDOZERS
"IT
WON'T
DRIVE
YOU
two
single
beds, 33300, heavy
DEADLINES
LOADERS
Applications must be In by Febplace, also large family roam, CLAMSHELLS
G.
E.
used
four,
er,
also
sleeps
GRADERS
TO
THE POORHOUSE"
one and one-half baths. Built
ruary 24. Requirements for ap- duty utility trailer, 135.00, and automatic washer. Phone 489TRENCHERS
:10 SCRAPERS
HYDE ULIC EACKHOES
range,
plicants are as follows: Age 1.5 antique clock, $35.00. Phone =1.
garbage disposal, dishF-25-C
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
The Condructton gurinms or gnomons!
7-24-C
Lr
to 50; high school graduates 753-4684.
washer and refrigerator. ElseEarn to money an Ums tut meson, mt..Parked held' Ems Present lob and- tram
trict heat. Perfect for year round
CRIB of 'jar corn. Phone 753preferred, or at least two years WURLITZER ORGAN,
at hum• on same tune followed by Prow
,
rKy.
Murray,
Chestnut
10
cal transmit on Out machines under prole.,
model
living, has outside storage. condition.
at out facattut• N•tionwkd•
of high school; statement from 4070 and Lelsie
7-25-C
tone cabinet. 2693.
plamtenent 41•4/11... rot e'REE info.matron MI out and snail cosi...today!
Lake front lot, located at Panophysician that applicant is In model 145. Like new
liAwNan Arriar.can Road &nide
'
, Awn
a Shores. Phone 7534108
good health; and references. Reason for selling, condition. KENMORE Zig-Zag sewing mahave pur- chine in maple cabinet. AttachSERVICES OFFERED
Application should be made in chased 4500 model
5:00 p. in.
F
-24-P
Wurlitzer.
ments for fancy sewing. Excelthe nursing office of the hos- Phone 753-1700.
R.,prompt 5H.11 write to Mardi-24-C lent condition, randy used. FOR YOUR home remodeling,
UNIVERSAL HEAVY
pital.
7-22-C
CONSTRUCTION
SCHOOLS
ad
repair&
addiflona
Free
IN
and
MEMORY
1968 SINGER Golden Zig-Zag $129.00. Call 753-7810 after 5:30
Dept. 831
=tea Call 75341128 or 11111. In loving memory of our darlin.
7-25-P
p.
Sewing machine. Fully guaranLeos N.w. I 550
Feb.-31141 ing father, Danny Walker who
7861.
Mama Florida 1.1125
OIL JOBS OPENING IN teed, balance $54.23 or take up SET of 327, 375 F. I Heads, also
Passed away two years ago to- ratisi PrU"
ALASKA
monthly PaYment Can high riser with dual line holley 811PTIC TANK TROUBLE.
day, February 23, 1968.
Adam..
Labors $800. per week, be seen locally. Write Credit Phone 753-8428 after 5:00 p. m. yen are experiencing difBeni
Dear father, you are not for- City
truck driver $1000. Other Manager, Box 51, Paris, Tenn.
cal
septic
tar*
your
tiss
with
F-25-P
gotten, tho on earth you are 114.••
trades and crafts needed. 38242.
today, your problems may 58 no
Age,
more. Still in memory you Zip
$2.00 for further information
21-INCH boy's Schwinn bicycle, solved by Amply pumping oil
Maw
are
with
us
always
as
you
were
to: ALASKA INFORMATION,
FIRE WOOD, any length. Phone in very good condition, $15.00. your tank. Call Steely & Bp^
VA APPROVED FOR
VETERANS AND INSERVICE
P. 0. Box 7728, Tulsa, Okla. 492-8803.
7-213-C am, Southaide Shopping Cal' before.
7-23-P Phone 753-2527.
Sadly
missed
UNDER NEW GI SILL
PERSONNEL
I
Mw'rey, Kentucky, 70518011.
74105.
1TP
1TP
By His Children
FULL BLOODED German Shep- WHEAT STRAW. Phone 489F-25-C
ITP
herd puppies Phone 753-7833 2971 after 5:00 p. in.
WANTED: middle-age lady te.
=Duca SAYE and fad with
F-23-C-KEEP carpets beautiful despite WILL BABY SIT in my home.
live in with elderly lady, not
Gollese tablets and 1-Vap "we7-214
Call 753-8403.
footsteps
family.
of
Buy
a
busy
USED
SET
of
beginners Drums.
an invalid. Private bedroom
been wondering ter pills", Holland Dnig, 84TP
\
e
mt.
11
Blue
Lustre.
Rent
electric
shamANTIQUE TRUNKS, completewith everything furnished. No Cali 753-7530 atter 6 p. m.
'I Itzte anti Harriet Nelson, LOSE WEIGHT safely
EOM*
F-24-C pooer $1. Western Auto, Home ly refiniabed. Handles replaced. about
washing or ironing, good home,
of
"The Wishing Well". F-25-C Also Collie puppies, $10.00 esek- alio wet-, telvAi,ion mainstays A-Diet, and remove meal BEM
close to town. At least one day 4SET OF Golf Clubs,
for -.0 111,111y \ ear- wt, their with Fluidex. Only gSèT
irons only
Phoil John talboon, Walla
a week off. Write giving in- Two bird cages. One
Itati can ELM at Dahl & Stubblefield
Nit11,01011
pellet gun. WHEEL CHAIR in good condiF-23-NC all
formation concerning yourself Call 753-2264.
F-25-P
753-7510.
Phone
tion.
7-25-NC
,et• them .1 !ill II ,tarring in one Drugs.
Bp1TP
as to age, health, etc., in care
- new
kB(..,
SAWS FILED, electric heaters ii tli epi,ode,
of this paper, Box 324. F-25-C
-bot u. nterit an
and all small appliances repair- ,A ,•11,IN
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serad. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
Ili"- fall.
WANTETh night janitor. Apply,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
March-27.0
in person to the Holiday Inn,
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3032
South 12th Street
7-23-C
Lynnville,
Kentucky.
OPPORTUNITY
BUSINESS
Marth-28-C
\ er-attit• 4 Itriti I awrrit.-i•
WANTED: Experienced waitIS YOUR BUSINESS for sale?
I t. I
ooll “T111. Llo'klt•
ress for part time work, approxBELTONE
fresh
hewfactory
plat m g 4... aid batteries for
If so, please advise. For conoil
imately 30 hours per week.
all make
Dregs.
write,
walls
or
call
aids,
service
fidential
'
Must be neat, efficient, and able
riili in one tit the lteript, of.hearins
Bye,rfirider System, &Metre, - 111i Milli
to furnish good references. No
B-1'IC
J-34-C
Mo.
phone calls. Apply in person
to Colonial House Smorgasbord.
F-27-C

FOR SALE
C.D. - 4'3E8'
3.60
W.C.D. - 4'3(8'
4.75
/8- B.0 - 4'303'
4.15
IA- A.D.- 4'3E8'
3.00
/
34- A 2 Birch 4'3E8'
13.45
%.Particle Board - 4.x8'
3.15
dri12- Shelving
16/
1
2* per ft.
Birch
Door Units
21.30
Counter Topping
39* sq. ft.
9.00 Carpet
/
1
2price
Storm Windows
9.50
Storm Doors
23.00

r.188 Lanchester dons greaseIt seems inevitable that the
title of the NBC special starring paint again 1.1.1 appear as a gtartil
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana star in the new NBC-TV *tries,
(:ame Bronson.Brass on Oct. 29 should be "The
Brass Are Coming."
* * *

PLX6ROUND
4....
NEW JER5E4
ON64
NEEDS A Ai2EL

FOUR TI4OUA.4 T.BERNARD5
WHERE? I CAN'T BELIEVE ITIL4)140
SENT ALL THO5E SHEEP 0065 TO
MI55155iPPI uJHAT ABOUT THi5 CAT
THING? WE DON'T HANDLE CAT5!

* * *

"Dragnet,- first produce by
Jack %%ebb for radio in 1949,
began its third decade of production in July with scenes for
"Dragnet 1970" next season's
new show!,

'CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Mohammedan
• name
4-Exclamation
6-Lowest point
11-Defeated

43-Maces in line
15-Comunction
16-Commanded
18-Saint (abbr.)
19-Conpunction
21-Loved one
22-Man's name
24-Soaks up
Do II
28-Cornperative
f
ending
29-Growing out of
31-Pierce
33-Pretar down
34-Male deer
36-Wife of
Geraint
38-S1rmbol for
argon
40-Unusual
42-Lets fall
45-Corded cloth

7 Beverage
8-Caper
9 Preposition
10-Remained at
sale

12 Preposition
14 Retail
establishment
17-Organs of
hearing
colored fish
23-Note of scale
24-Compass point
25-1-eavenly body
27-Musical
organization
30 Periods of
time
32.Ftying
creature
35 Shudder
37-Girls name
38 Macaw
39-Feel indignant

at

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

000A OWN
MOOOM M0000
0111000O 000MOM
WOO MONO ROO
MOM ROOM mom
00 MOM 000011
ROOM MOM
MORO 0001 00
00P1
MOMO OMM
U00 WMOO MOOP
MEIMOMP OMOM00
MMUMN MOOON
00120 0000
41-Silkworm
43-Foot levers
44-Compass
point
46-Greek letter
48-Go in
51-Weapons
53 Spreadsfor
drying

23
57-Consume
to,
58-Spanish
yes
60 French plural
article
62-Noun suffix
occurring in
names of diseases
64-Exist

47-Withered

49-Traced
50-A continent
52-After-dinner
candy
54-Paid notice .
55-Note of scale
56-Refunds
59-Man's
nickname
61.8eest
63-Esculent
65.Experrence
66 Rupees (abb.)
67.Worrn
DCWIN
I Arabian

garment
2 Instruction
3 Exists
4 Fleck
5-Totaled
6-Tell

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. nc•
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by Charles M.Schulz

Peanuts®

MEAN UTs

Edd Byrnes returns to televisi(m as a guest star in a segment of "Mannix.-

FIFTEEN SPANIELS lb MICH16AN
MAKE THAT FIFTEEN NLIVRED,..
WHERE 15 Ti4AT PLAYGROUND IN NEW
JERSEY?lLNERE'S OUR MAP? Wi-i0
lAANTEP THOSE PAC14514LANDS ?

ACTUALLY, T14E LAST
I4EAD BEAGLE LEFT -MIN%
IN AN AWFUL MESS:

2-23

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
I HOPE
STANDING
IN THE
CORNER
TAUGHT
YOU A
LESSON

YES, IT TAUGHT
E A GOOD
LESSON

Phone 753-6583
-

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartments, central beat and air,
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
carpet throughout Call or see
Gene Steely, Southeade Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
753-7850.
TYC

BUILDING for body or cleanup shop. Electric doors, air
compressor, hoist, natural gas
heat, excellent lighting, good
Location. Phone 753-3018.
F-25-C

FEB.-23
•1910 av *WI .111•NoW• 55' in

by R. Van Bursa-

Abbie 'N Slats

1968 DODGE pick-up truck, like
HE'S
THIS 15 THE FAMOUS DIRECTOR,
UhiAAM iNTERESTING
FURNISHED four room apartPERFECT, C.B.'AS YOUR
new, 15,000 miles. Private own- ONE AND
TWO bedroom furnC.B. SEABEE, AND rm THE FAmia.15
PRODUCER, I WANT ONLY /Ns TYPE, DON'T YOU THINK, AUTHENTIC.
er. Will sell right. Phone 480- ished apartments. Zimmerman ment near court square. Private
PRODUCER, DARYL FILBURT. WE'D
C.B. NO
I INTEND TO USE THIS WATERentrance. Phone 758-4646 after
MOST AUTHENTIC BACKG ROO N DS DARYL ?
F-24-C Apartments,
3701.
LIKE 10 HIRE YOU AND YOUR BOAT
DOUBT ABOUT
South 16th Street. 4:00 p.
FRONT
KG;0.:
0 3 SHOTS
IT
FOR YOuR NExr-DIRECTORiAL
7-23-C
FOR OUR NEW PICTURE.
IT?
7-33-C
MASTERPIECE.
PRIVATE PARTY. 1962 Ford Phone 753-6808.
IN MY FISHIN6 EPIC,CA7CM
convertible, red with kwhite top.
NOTICE
New top, new paint. $375.00 TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
Phone 753-8124, J. B. Taylor, carpeted, refrigerard stove,
1104 South 16th.
7-24-C air conditioned.
plea and
teachers only. Call 53-7.898
1963 CHEVY II Nova station
F-23-C
wagon. Standard transniission.
$275.00. Phone 753-8539. 7-24-P OFFICE SPACE in National MoOn Small
tel Building. Over six hundred
1967 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, ausquare feet_ Rest room, front
tomatic with power steering,
and rear entrance, off street
22,270 miles, four new tires, parking space for
tenant, heat
one owned. car. In excellent con$19.98 per month
and water furnished. Call 753dition. Phone 753-2=7. 7-26-C 1283 days,
after five call 7531969 DODGE Swinger, 8 cylin- 5992 or see Ed F. Kirk. 7-25-C
' Phone 753-7575
der standard shift. Phone 7539959.
7-25-C FOR RENT or Sale at etniversity Heights Mobile Home Part,
10' x 52' Mobile home. Air-conWANTS() TO BUY
ditioned,
electric
carpeted,
Si/ALL WtMUG
PREFER
WE
TH'ONE
SO DO Ur
`10' KIN
baseboard heat. Call 753-9215. WANT TO BUY complete fidi
IS
OPPY-SITE
THI OLD GUY
THE SMART
H AT
ACCOMPAN`i
YOU
OMPAW
;-•
F-23-C ing rig Aluminum boat trailHOTEL
BENCH2
TI-I'
MEMOIR
NOT
NAN'
ME-BUT
YWCA T1-1ROULH'
er and motor. Call 753-6030,
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- after 3:00 p. in.
SICEETS
PLAZATHROUGH
TFNC
PARK?
partment. Phone 753-6079.
OPPOSITE
MARLISTOIO
T1-1' PAR
F-23-C WANTED: standing timber and
LL BORROW
I LIVE IN
logs. Contict Ira Scates, Murray
MONEY
NICE APARTMENT. Carpeted Sawmill and
IT-Lumber Co. Phone
and air conditioned, 1S4 blocks
FROM US!!
753-4147.
March-23-C
from college. Reasonable Priced. 1414 Vine Street.
743-C WANTED: Ear corn and shell
corn. Farmington Sweet Feed
EFFICIENCY apartment across
Mill,. Farmington, Ky. Phone_,
Street from campus for two 343-2225 or 345-2681.
7-24-C
male students. Available &arch
tat -Phone 753-4342.
7-24-C
WANTED To RENT
FURNISHED - apartnit.nt, all
WANTED:
apartment or hones
electric, near town. Call 7535i.244 unfurnished. Call 753.8816
3195.

Assume
Payments

Spinet Piano

Leach's Music

Lir Abner

cdc

byAlCapp

I

LAND!!
I'm
rmitcre

GET
ATTENTION

tt"
•

THE
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Murray High Superlatives

Best Leaking students named by the Senior Class of
1970 were Nancy Diuguid, slaughter of Mr. and Mn. James
!MuguId, and Jim Steffen son of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Stetter.
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

mans on 18 radio and nine
television stations in the state.
Indications were that the
(Continued From Page 1)
strike would be a long one.
(Continued From Pegs 1)
Federal State Market News
Sunday, the KEA announced who got ten dollars extra in
pledged their continued sup- it was setting up the machin- his pay envelope one week. He Persons were charged, enter. Service, 2-23270 Kentucky Purport of the Murray Education ery to make more than $2 mil- noted the fact and stuck the ed pleas of guilty, and were chase Area Hog Market Report
interest-free loans avail- money ito his pocket. A week or fined in the City Court of City Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Aassociation and stated that lion in
Receipts $15.75 Head, Barrows
so later his pay envelope show- Judge Don Overbey during the
they would work with them in able :o striking teachers.
order to achieve more adequate. Under guidelines established ed he was five dollars short. past week. Records show the and GHts, Steady; Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-230 lbs $27.50-23.00;
by the National Education As- He immediately went in i o following occurred.
support for the schools.
The American ideal of a full
"It is hoped that this com- sociation (NEA), which put up raise cain over it. The book- Leroy McGinnis, disorderly US 2-4 190-240 lbs $27.00-21.50;
education for everyone collides munity will show our teachers $100,000 for a collateral for the keeper checked over his salary conduct, fined $35.00 costs US 2-4 240-260 lbs $26.50-27.00;
US 3-4 260-230 lbs $26.00-26.50.
ead-on with the realities of in- that they have made the best loans, strikers could borrow up for the past several weeks to $10.00.
Manfred M. Trenholm, reck- SOWS:
flation, today's family budget and decision by joining them in to 75 per cent-of their lost sal- check on his complaint and
sure enough he had been short- less driving, fined $10.00 costs US 1-2 270-350 lbs $23.50-24.00,
rising costs of education. Many their efforts to improve the azy.
A Few $24.50;
f the so-classed "middle- in- educational opportunities for
Earlier, the NEA announced ed five dollars. However her $10.00.
William J. Dibraccio, public US 1-3 300-550 ihs $22.50-23.50;come" families are hard-press- the public school children in a $1 million loan to the KEA check also showed that he had
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $21.50-22.50
ed, or unable, to provide a high- Murray and Calloway County," for legal expense- should the been overpaid ten dollars a dninkenness, fined $10.00 costs
Schultz concluded.
er education.
state or a local school board week or so before. "You com- $10.00.
The Calloway County Board seek a court injunction to stop plain because we shorted you John I. Finnigan, public While intoxicated, amended to
Many are limited to send*
five dollars," she said, "and yet drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs reckless driving, fined $100.00
children to tax-supported, low- of Education voted unamincnw the strike.
costs $10.00.
tuition public colleges, rather
The announcement followed you never said a word when $10.00.
Kenneth A. Williams, driving
than private universities and co- ly to commend the teachers of one by state Supt. of Public you got over paid ten dollars, Larry Robert Muma, public
Sylleges. A majority of the nation's the Calloway County School
Instruction Wendell Butler that how come". "Well", the fellow drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs while intoxicated, amended to
decision to be on
reckless driving, fined $100.00
Independent businessmen recog- stem on their
a local school board should said, "I CM understand one mis- $10.00.
February 23. if
e this problem and believe duty Monday,
seek an injunction, the legal take all right, but when another Donald Loyd Stom, public costs $10.00.
"Each member realizes the WI- services of Alia state Depart- one is made I felt like it was drunkenness, fined $20.00 coots
Mike Broach, driving on rethe government can do someficuky the teachers had in
$10.00.
yolked license, given two days
of Education would be time to complain."
thing about it
ment
reaching this decision," SuperJohn IL Tenbarge, driving in jail.
available.
Legislation proposed by R. inten.d.ent Bill Miller said.
KEA also teiegrammed We were watching the TV the
The
resentative Hamilton Fish, Jr.,
"It has been indicated that
of New York which would permit the teachers of the Ceiloway Ted Sanford, Commissioner of other night and the Petula
ents to edablish an educa- County School District see the the Kentucky High School Ath- Clark show was on and it was
')iogc
o
tional fund for each child, and need of a budding program for letic Association, urging him to pretty sorry, so we switched
over to CBS and Ann Bancroft
TiENDS §
an income tax deduction up to not only the elementary schools cancel all high school sporting
was on. Her show was of the
500 a year for money so allo- but the high school as well and events including the state baslow key variety and thoroughly
cated, has woo endorsementfrom know that a voted tax is, at ketball tournament which was
enjoyable. She's no spring
71 percent of the businessmen, present, the only source of rev- set to begin the first week in
chicken, but she put some of :10AT A01
E
KIND OF HOP3Itosa Nuns/is
• lled, nationwide, by the Natio- enue available. It seems that March.
The KEA said striking teach- the younger ones to shame with
nal Federation of Independent the teachers did not want to
her singing, dancing, acting and
64
°:W.
REAL
I
CkAgi grtgaEEN!)c
Business.
do anything that would hinder ers would not be idle during the emoting. We reckon you would
Only 25 percent voiced oppos- this program when it is init- work stoppage.
Hundreds of KEA members call her the "mature type".
ition to this measure and 4 per- iated," Miller continued.
C
NOT 31-real musters ALIVE! ia tit F If'IrtlITISTI
C 4 R 3))I
are expected to fill the halls of
cent reserved their opinion.
The Board has maintained the the State Capitol when the Gen- Fellow was down in the dumps
MOW/
)C
ogratIOS
WeiRDEsT
Business owners in Kentucky position of being in sympathy
14E
'
'
IRD4
Assembly reconvenes Tues- over his lot in life aixl a friend
react with 81 percent in favor with the salary increase request eral
BEAUTIES
said, cheer up things could be
day
to
lobby
for
their
cause.
eiz
oirokinci
of the measure, 16 percent dis- of the. teachers and at the same
Other strikers were to cam- worse. And, he says, sure enTEENAGE PSYCHO
senting, and 3 percent undecided. time asking the teachers to be
paign door-to-door to collect ough they got worse.
The major agrument against in sympathy with the members
money and support for their
such a tax deduction is the re- of the Board as they are electA whole truck load of ale
cause.
sulting loss of Federal revenue. ed offsciials representing the
The apparent theme for the Christmas trees, tinsel flutter.5
Apparently, arguments on the people of Calloway County. "At
RIMAIN
strike that has emerged as a ing in the cold morning air%3
DARE YOU sEATcDWWEI
other side - especially the need no time has any member of the
result of ICEA's advertising passed the office on -Saturday,
MON$TERS
INVADE AuDieNCE.)(
for tax relief for education-out- Board, nor Superintendent Macampaign bears the message: We have no idea what anyoneP
weighs this problem in the minds ier, exerted pressure on any
"Somewhere, sometime, the could do with old C
of most businessmen.
teacher in order to influence
teachers in Kentucky had to trees.
Enactment of a college tax in- his or her decision," Miller said.
"The Calloway _County Board stand up for the rights of thttin.
centive deduction might stem the
-- eeetves and your children:"
soaring tax requirements ofstate of Education appreciatessupported public institutions. fact that the teachers have
W140.1..L CNICKE141 OUT T MST - limes on
The huge influx of students _to shown their dedication to the
UAW IF YOUR 80Y FRIEND CAN TAKE If!
Mg/
NOW YOU KNOW
LICENSES SUSPENDED
state and other public colleges children of Calloway County.
by United Press International
The
Board
asks
the
public
to
in recent years has drained off
The North American snow
billions of state revenue, and respect and sympathize with the Pour Galloway Gountians had
tree cricket is called the "therboosted property taxes in many teacher's position nd asks all their drivers licenses suspendindividuals and civic organiza- ed last week according to the mometer cricket" because the
communities.
,approrimate temperature FahMeanwhile, enrollment at pri- tions to do everything possible list released by the Department
renheit can be determined by
Traffic
to
help
the
teachers
in
support
the
to
of
Public
Safety
vate colleges has risen much
counting the amount of chirps
of
better
schools
in
Calloway
Coordinating
Committee.
Safety
slower - and actually declined
County," Miller continued.
J. Zimmerman in 15 seconds and adding 40.
Karl
They
are
since 1967 - as expenses, and
The basketball game between and Ted L Hurt of Murray,
tuition, have increased. Private
Murray High School and May- Radford Hester of Kirksey and
NEW YORK (UPI)- Author
college expenses can be twice
field High School has been post- Stanley Dick of Hazel.
Juliet Lowell tells this one in her
that of public schools. As more poned indefinitely. The
game
new book "Dear Doctor"(Funk
families turn to publicly - seb- was scheduled for Tuesday night
and Wagnallo:
sidized schools, because of the in the Murray High gymnasium.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
The NewYork City
financial strain, the state tax burHoward Crittenden, principal Kentucky: Extended outlook Department. of
Health sent a
den continues to rise.
at Calloway County High said through Friday. Cold WednesThus researchers at the Nat- that Callcway High has complet- day with warming trend Thurs- note to the city's Bureau of
ional Federation of Independent ed its basketball schedule and day and Friday. Chance for Vital Statistics. "Gentlemen,"
Business see Representative Fi- that he forsees no interruption showers west portion Friday. the note reads, "In reply to your
sh's legislation -as possibly all- in other school functions.
Highs in the 40s, lows in the question, our death rate is the
same here as elsewhere - one
eviating the present trend by en20s.
death for each inhabitant."
abling more students to attend
Sy SAL GU1FFRE
privately - endowed schools.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UN) The tax law now permits no
Enjoy the. World's Most
deduction of higher education More than 27,000 of the state's
Popular Dry Cleaning—
costs. (A college student is alio. 33,000 public school teachers
wed to earn more than $600, were expected to stay away
save money too. Bring in
tax-free, but cot more than the from classes today to protest
your suits—see how
parents' support of him.) The the failure by the Kentucky
ATLANTA - Vice President Agnew, declaring he will not
dependency exemption, now $600 General Assembly to grant cease his public
they're returned to you
statements in the face of liberal criticism:
in pay raises.
but $750 in 1972, is wholly
"To
penetrate
"
that
looking
and feeling fresh
drive
disseminated
by
the
liberal
news
The statewide teacher walkequate, the Federation asserts,
media, we need a cry of alarm .
we need a strong yoke to
out
was
expected
to
leave
700,and
clean,
like new again.
because education costs can run
penetrate the cocophony of seditious drivel emanating from the
between $2,000 and $4,000 a year. 000 primary and secondary stu- best-publicized clowns of our
This
special
offer is for a
society and from their fans in
The proposed tax deduction dents with an unscheduled holi- the Fourth Estate."
day
that
will
cut
into
their
sumlimited
time
only—so
hurry.
would be $500 per child - limited to $2,500 a year for families mer vacations.
WASHINGTON - Former Vice President Humphrey, urging
of five or more. Actual tax savThe work stoppage follows a the Senate not to conform the Supreme Court nomination of Judge
ings would vary by one's tax poll of the 32,000 members of G, Harrold Carswell:
bracket. Money would be put into the Kentucky Education Assoc- "This is nothing personal, I just think
that the court requires
a trust or custodial account for iation (KEA) in which teachers not only those who have an
absence of conflict of financial matters,
room, board and tuition. If not in 123 of the state's 193 school but also those who have an
absence of conflict of interest on ideoused, the money would be sub- districts voted overwhelmingly logical, philosophical or,
should I say, racial matters."
ject to tax later. An excessive to strike.
deduction would be grounds for
The KEA is iansa the gtrike' ATLANTA - Georgia Gov. Lester Maddox, discussing the
terminating the taxpayer's de- to pressure the General As- possible nationwide
extension of the National Christian party as
duction.
sembly lots, granting a 6 per an attraction for independents and members,of
present political
Late last year,the Senate voted cent cost-of-living increase in parties with conservative
leaaiugs:
'
'benefits
to provide tarereditS up to $$75 waget- pins
"There are Democrats and Republicans that would never go to
per student for higher education
The association wants a $600 an independent party
meeting, but there are Democrats and Repubbiennium.
next
for
the
increase
expenses, but this was dropped
licans with a strong faith in God and love for their country that
state
legisfrom the final Tax Reform Act. $300 more than the
would leave their party to follownhe way God would have thepi go;
The nation's independent busine- lature already approved.
"With proper direction and leadership, the National Christian
ss proprietors believe that Con- The legislature also has fail- party could take over the national
government."
gress should give serious con- ed to act on the KEA's demands
sideration to the alternative plan for legislation authorizing pro- SALT LAKE CITY - The
final warning of Craig D..Gardnel,
with
negotiations
by Representative Fish to make fessional
a I9-year-old postal worker obsessed with LSD as heard on a
fringe
improved
boards,
school
college education financing availbenefits for teachers and re- tape recording be made before committing suicide
able to more young people.
moval of the limitation on lo- "It's bad news - it really is. I didn't think it was when I was
first taking it, but I've been getting pretty stoned lately and you
CINTIFIfS
cal school tax rates.
"Why teachers had to do it," just don't know what's real and what isn't real. You really don't.
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
will be explained Tuesday in "All I can say is,I had to flnd out myself-kind of a poor excuse,
advertising in 17 daily newspap- you know - but I really shouldn't have started off with„any graS;
117 So, 4th Street
ers and four weekly newspap- l(marijuana) either. Of course, grape isn't bad- it's the acid (LSD)
Murray, Kentucky
ers and with spot announce- that got to Wm,"

Tax Exempt City And ...
Education
Fund Favored

SEEN & HEARD . . . Persons Are Fined In
City Of Murray Cowl
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WADE AUDIENCE—MUCOUS

Most popular students in the senior class of Murray
Nigh School were Coale Lowry, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, and Buz Witham, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Witham.

,x0Wmatty
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Most Deriendable superlatives named by the settler
class are Celia Simmons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Simmons, and Richard Blalock, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nelsen
Blalock.

Named as the Most Talented superlatives Cron the
Class of 1970 were Susan Hale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reid Male, and Tim McKee, son of Mr. and Mn. Aude McKee.
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PLAIN SUITS
BEAUTIFULLY
DRY CLEANED
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"BEAUTIFUL HAWAII"
By Edward Brigham, Jr.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 26 - 7:30 P.M.
Clip Free Ticket and Attend!
FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
Courtesy of Your Local

ORE HOUR

VART1110116.

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
304 E. Main Street
Co-Sponsor. GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography
Don't Miss This Travelogue!

*REE DOOR PRIZES
Get Additional Tickets From Co-Sponsors

Murray Branch

Ihipkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
(See Bruce Thomas or Helen Foley) 304 E. Main

United Press I
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Arounc
Murra

Passed Mrs. Pull-en's
all the hogs were ou
the sun.

Now what about th
Kingdom Sunday evi
TV? We could literal
that type of thing 1
and never tire.

Congratulations to lot
ens, school hoards an
for the restraint UN
shown over the pall
days. Nobody is mad,
just a problem to h
and it will take all

Two Squirrels Sundt
with the joys of sprin
one another all over tl
They never got too hi
four feet, and zippe
from tree to tree in a
which only a warm
bring.

Former boxer Arch
heads a program in 4
entitled "Any Boy Ci
dalism in vacant ho
$7,500 per month b
started his rebahilita
gran of boys about U
15. After his prove
vandalism dropped t
month.

His program is deal.
teach youngsters that
a greatness in Americ
says.

Fellow says the great
of ulcers is mountain
over the molehills.

The high cost of crin
ing from the drug ti
ems asuysailed by
Wurnwer, director of 1
Hopkins Drug Abuse
Baltimore. He says tho
addict's "halat" costs
day and, that by "fent
len goods at one-third
value, an addict wooli
steal $51,465 of merel
year. Estimates of di
thefts in Washington
(Continuee on Page

Dr. H. C. Chiles
Conducting Stud)

Dr. H. C. Chiles, mi
the First Baptist Ch
Murray, is presenting
study of the Book of J1
week at Emmanuel
Church, Mayfield.
The study opened
p. m. Monday. Othei
will be held Tuesday,'
and Friday evenings.

Vandalism Report
19/0 GTO Pontial

Vandalism was repot
car parked on the lot
ers-Purdom Motor Sales
day, according to thi
made to the Murray P,
partment Monday at 2
The report said th
shield was broken
holes had been cut in 1
top of'a 1970 GTO Pont
cd by Jackie Cochran.
had been parked there
some work' done to it,
port said.

American
Major Cach

Mission Study To
Held By Elm Groi

_"BEAUTIFUL HAWAII" Thursday, February 26, 1970 730 pah.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography - Murray -State University
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The Woman's Mission
iety of the Elm Grove
Church will have a
study at the home of h
Leer on Thursday, Febr
at ten sin.
"Mission: Northeast"
the book to be taught
Robert Weston, Mrs.
Rilkerson, Mrs Joe
Mrs. Jesse Roberts, and
bert Crider.
A potluck luncheon
served. , All women
elturch,wre hwed -te

